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------------------- ------ --

Abstract 

The most contentious issue in the present South African Constitution is the realization of the rights entrenched 

therein. These rights are contentious because they are justifiable in their nature, subject to judicial processes and 

courts have in many cases interpreted them to impose positive and negative duties against the state. Positive duty 

means that it is the state responsibility to ensure that at least something is done (positively) in the realization thereo1 

and negative duty means that the state must refrain from obstructing the functioning of the right. It is often argued 

against the realization of the rights that the state has limited resources to put rights in reality because for the rights 

to be realized they require pumping in of resources. In the discussions of the right to sufficient water and sanitation 

on which this paper is focusing, various factors make this right a little difficult to be realized. These factors include 

amongst others the scarcity of water resources in the country and the tension between human and environmental 

needs in the resource utilization. This paper therefore tries to show that the right of access to sufficient water and 

sanitation must be realized and that the available water resources must be used so that both human and 

environmental demands do not compromise one another. It is therefore argued that the state has to realize this 

right, where possible by focusing on groundwater as an option in the realization thereof. The Constitution will 

therefore form the backbone of this paper. I shall supplement the Constitutional discussion with Policy or Strategy, 

Legislation and on Ecological (environmental) perspective. This research therefore tries to provide a potential 

solution to the problems surrounding water resources between humans and the environment in relation to the use 

of the water a natural resource. 
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CHAPTER 1 

Groundwater Contribution 

1.1. Introduction 

1.2. Problem Statement 

Groundwater contributes between 45 and 60 per cent of the domestic water supply and 90 per cent of the rural 

water supply.1 When the resource is used for human needs, due care must be taken of environmental needs 

as well. Alhough g-oundwater contributes up to a maximum of 97 per cent towards human needs, there still 

remains a challenge to speed up the delivery of safe water because about eight million rural people CV"e without 

safe water.2 The envronrnent on the other hand requres water for its survival. Despite the recognition of the 

water needs for the environment in the early 1970's, poor understanding of South African hydrology prevailed 

when our water law was developed This is reflected in the different legal rules, which are applied differently in 

the management of water resources and where different legal status is being given to water resources. 3 

Groundwater was regCV"ded as private water, subject to private management by owners, and surface water 

governed by the Department of Water Affairs (DWA). 4 

Human water needs are dependent on the natural environmental functions such as photosynthesis, 

decomposition of material, recycling of substances, particularly oxygen, rutrients and carbon dioxide.s The 

concept of water for the environment is defined by Rabie as the ninimum water quality and quantity which 

aquatic ecosystems require for their organisms to survive and for them to be able to perform their normal 

functions.6 1-Uman and environmental needs are interdependent and the function of the one depends on the 

other. This results in the increased consumption of water for domestic purposes especially in developing 

countries such as South Africa, in both urban and rural areas. This happens even though most rural 

communities do not have access to water supply. In some areas large water schemes have resulted in the 

lowering of the water table, causing wells to dry up. Consequertly, those ~o depend on this resource find it 

1 Waler Research Commission, Towards Resources Directed Measures Groundwater Component (ROM) report, Apnl 2002 
(available in www.u1MJ.ac.za/ earthscience) 
2 Statement by the Minister of DWAF, Mr. R Kasnls, Effective e>q:iloitation of hidden treasure could ensure a better life for all, 
published 27 November 2000 (available in www. dwafgwza) 
3 A. Rabie, Water for the Environment 1998 (61) THRHR at page 111 
4 JR Vegter, Gromdwater Development in South Africa and an lntrod.Jctim to the Hydrogeology of Gromdwater Regims Prepared 
for the WRC by Vegter (Hydrogeological Consultant) INRC Report No TT 134 June 2001 p- 45 
5 Rabie (fn 3), Para 3 alp- 112 
6 Rabie (fn 3), Para 3 at p- 112 
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difficult to collect water. The over-utilization of water resulted in great difficulties especially to women, 

specifically in rural areas where women in particular bear the burden of obtaining water. 

It must be noted that in the demand for water, both human and environmertal needs have an impact on the 

resource, which has now become deficient In view of this it is unwise that emphasis should be placed on 

surface waer only as a resource that could bring a better life for al. There exists another reliable resource, a 

"hidden treasure", which the IVinister of the Department of Waer Affairs and Forestry (DWAF) indicated as 

indeed a reliable natural resource for the betterment of the lives of our people. He referred to several areas 

where this resource is already being utilized. The IVinister cited the rural village as an example where the wel is 

widely seen as the source of life and security for the local community. 7 This resource is groundwater. The 

value of grollldwater therefore has to be reco!J1ized, ~d management mechanisms and enforcement 

measures be put irto place to protect and to prevent damage to this resource. The Constitution is the guiding 

mechanism in the realization of rigtts. However, these rights are meaningless ur~ess doors are opened so that 

people could become aware that they exist, especially people in rural commun~ies. The State must provide the 

means through which these rights could become reality. In that way the State would be complying with ~s 

obligations under the Constitution and with court decisions. 

1.3. Objectives 

South Africa falls within the category of waer deficient collltries (i.e. water is scarce). The main objective of 

this paper is to emphasise concern and to indicate that South Africa's water situation is at a stage ..mere all 

waer resources should be utilized effectively and sustainably. All water resources have to be used and the 

country should be able to rely upon these resources irrespective of their occurrence in the cycle because 

reiance on one resource results in scarcity of water resources in general Moreover, this could result in the 

neglect of other, alternative resources as reliable resources that could be used to ease the ives of Sot.th 

Africa's people. 

Since our water resources are differentiated because of the occurrence in the water cycle (for example surface 

and groundwater) surface water is predominantly used and has decreased in quantity as well as quality. Human 

activ~ies such as pollution and global warming have an impact on the resource. This paper tries to explore the 

possibility of expanding the utilization of groundwater as an option in the realization of the right of access to 

sufficient water and sanitation in rural commlllities, also there 'tAlhere groundwater is already often used. 

7 See statement by the Minster of DWAF, (fn 2) 
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Moreover, the differentiation of the water resources caused by the previous water laws with regard to their 

management has resulted ii the vulneri:Eility of this resource (groundwater). This research irtends to show that 

all water resol.l"ces have to be managed, conserved, protected and developed in a holistic and integrated 

manner so thit its utilization could be sustainable and could benefit humans and the environment to the 

advantage of the present generation as well as future generations in these rural communities. 

1.4. Research Methodology 

This research will be desk bound; there will be more reading of books, articles, journals, internet websites and 

case law' as well as Government publications. 

This research study is based on qualitative and quantitative methods. The qualitative method will help reveal 

the role players in the delivery of water in safe quality and in what quantity. I considered the qualitative method 

useful for this study because it would give a wider scope and understanding of the use of groundwater for 

human and environmental needs. In this sense the qualitative method has great potential to deliver sufficient 

information. This information will be useful because it will enable me as a researcher to gain more knowledge of 

groundwater management, protection, conservation and development in relation to the other water resource, 

slrlace water. It will also help me to understand the role of the Government in fulfilling its constitliional 

obligations, particularly towards rural communities. This method will also help me to understand the extent to 

which water policy, re~lations and strategy are applicable in the management of water resol.l"ces in Sol.th 

Africa. 

The qualitative method is important in this study because it will enmle me as a researcher to understand the 

nature of the resoll"ce, its importance for human use and its reliability as a source. The research wil not be a 

comparative study of other national legal systems, but will refer to international instruments. 

I chose this topic in order to gain experience in the manner in which South Africa's natural resources (water) 

are governed in relation to their use. I shall formulate a number of specific questions for interviews. These 

questions will be asked to obtain nformation needed n the utilization of groundwater. This research wil be 

desk bound, as it will be conducted through reading books, journals, newspaper articles and internet websites. 

Review of the literature gathered from these different sources will give insight into the need and importance of 

using goundwater as an option for the realization of rights entrenched in the Constitution, particularly in rural 

communities. 
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I shall also use the results of quantitative resea-ch in this field. This will provide information about the extent to 

which groundwater is already utilized, about the i"l>act on the resource as well as about the possibility of 

increasing the use of groundwater. This information will be related to the nurrber of people who a-e still 'Nithout 

wa:er services. It 'Nill also be related to the needs of the environment. In tlis way I shall be able to use the best 

available information to base my arguments on. 

1.5. Literature Review 

Groundwa:er is a recognized water resource i1 South Africa. Groundwater is a "precious resource".8 Our 

National Water Act (NWA) recognizes it as a water resource for the benefit of present and future generations 

including environments needs.9 Groundwater by its nature is found underground. It can only be utilized once it 

has been extracted from the ground. 

In South Africa, since 1910 and until 1984 the State Boring Services of the Depa-tment of Irrigation aid Water 

Affairs (DIW A) were responsible authorities for the drilling of groundwater. They were drilling groundwater 

solely for the purposes of providing water to farmers, local authorities and Governmental departments in the 

Transvaal region.10 From 1910 to 1984 there were 125 000 holes of groundwa:er.11 These holes were driled 

during investigations aimed at developing supplies for local authorities and for resea-ch purposes.12 Wha: is 

important aboU: this time frame is that these boreholes were not only drilled for governmental purposes but for 

community developmert in water supplies.13 The Enslin commission of enquiry estimated that in 1965 and 1970 

respectively about 9 166 and 10 41 O+ million m3 of groundwater was utilized.8 Most important 1rom the 

8 Ray Schmidt, You are precious resoL.rce (avai\ctile at groundwater@co.portage.wi.us) 

9 NWA Definition section 1 (i4 borehole- includes a well, excavation or any artificially constru::ted or improved undergruund cavity 
which can be used for the purpose of - (a) intercepting, collecting or storing water 1n or removing water from an aquifer, (b) observing 
and collecting data and information on water in san aquifer; or (c) recharging an aquifer 
10 Vegter (fn4) p- 5 
11 Vegter (fn 4) p- 5 
12 Vegter (fn.4) p -5 
13 Vegter (fn 4) p -5 
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commission report was the factthat 895and1128 million m3 were obtained vom groundwater.14 ltwas realized 

that there was a need for the acceleration in the development and quantitative assessment of 11oundwater.1s 

In 1956 the Water Act did not only focus on the scientific siting but also on assessing the realization of 

grounc:t.vater supplies.16 In 1966 the DepMment of Water Affairs instituted a commission of enquiry that found 

that there was a progressive countrywide drop in groundwater levels and gradual exhaustion of groundwater.17 

The commission also found that, while over-pumping was going on in a number of areas with the resultant 

steady depletion of stored underground water, the underground resources of the country as a whole were not 

being fully exploited.18 The commission concluded that the country had limited nahral water resources and had 

reached a stage Yihere it was becoming of carcinal importance to develop the remaining resources with the 

outmost care and to Ltilize them as efficiently as possible.19 Because of the water resource concitions the 

commission recommended that there should be effective co-ordination of research conducted by various 

organizations. The WRC was established as an autonomous statutory body n terms of the Water Research Act 

34of1971.20 Its function was "to contribute effectively to the best quality of life for the people of South Africa by 

promoting water research and the application of research findings. Therefore, the WRC endeavours 

dynamically and purposefully to: 

• Promote co-ordination, communication md co-operation in the field of water research. 

• Establish water research needs and pnoritie s 

• Fund water research on a priority basis 

• Promote effe:;tive transfer of information and technology.· 

The reseCl"ch approach by the Commission was multidisciplinary as spelt out in section 2 (3) of the Act: 

"research in respect of the occurrence, preservation, conservation, utilization, supply, distribliion, purification, 

pollution or reclamation of water supplies e11d water, e11d the use of water for agriculhral, ndustrial or urban 

purposes". 

14 Vegter (fn 4) p -12 
15 Vegter (fn 4) p -18 
16 Vegter (fn 4) p -18 
17 Vegter (fn 4) p -21 
18 Vegter (fn 4) p -21 
19 Vegter (fn 4) p- 23 
20 Vegter (fn 4) p -24 
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Groundw<ter is part of the hydrological cyc1e.21 Hyci"ological cycle is described as the sum of global 

phenomena, although in reality only a small part of the global water traverses the full cycle from the ocean to 

atmosphere, to land, and back into the ocean.22 

This water is stored underground in rocks and sediments which are capable of storing and transmitting 

quantities of groundwater acquifers.23 

As a water resource, 11oundwater must be subjected to the same regulations that regulate the use of water 

resources in general. Because of the ruge demand put on water resources, surface and underground water, 

the NWA (details ciscussed in Chapter 3 of this research paper) provides for the creation of Reserve by the 

Mi1ister24, which is to ensure that the resource is used in an effective manner and does not compromise 

environmental needs. The tf'NA ackno'Medges the Constitutional obligations entrusted to the state.25 

Groundwaer must therefore be utilized sustainably, conserved, protected and managed in order not to deplete 

its capacity to function as any other resource.26 

The White Paper on Water Policy of 1997 recognizes groundwater as water resource. It does this by providing 

in principle 5, that in a relatively arid country such as South Africa, i is necessary to recognize the unity of the 

waer cycle and the interdependence of its elements, where evaporation, clouds and ranfall are linked to 

groundwater, rivers, lakes, wetlands and the seas and where the basic hydrological unit is the catchment.27 

It therefore stands to reason tha water management use, conservation and protection be conducted 

holistically, and that resources could be differentiated depending on their occurrence in the cycle, but should be 

21 S Mandel& Z L. Shiftan I Groundwater resources; 1nvest1gation and development; f>cademic Press, INC New York 1981 at page 1 
22 Mandel& Shif\an (fn 16) p- 1 
23 Peter Beaumont,; Drylands environmental management and development, New Fetter Lane (London) 1989 at page 28 
24 Part 3 section 16 (1) as soon as reasonably practicable after the class of all or part of a water resource has been determined, the 
Minister must, by notice in the Gazette, determine the reserve for all or part of that water reswrce 
25 NINA, Preamble, recognizing that water 1s a scarce and unevenly cfistributed national resou11:;e which occurs in many different forms 
whch are all part of a mitary, interdependent C}{;le; recogiizing that while water is a natural resource that belongs to all people, the 
dis:;riminatory laws and practices of the past have prevented equal cccess to water, and use of water resources, Acknowledging the 
National Government's overall responsibility for and authority over the nation's water resources and their use, ircluding ecµitable 
allccation of water for beneficial use, the red1stribut1on of water, and international water matters, Recognising \ha\ the ultimate aim of 
water resource management 1s to achieve the sustainable use of water for the benefit of all users; Recognising the need for the 
integrated management of all aspects of water resources and, where appropriate, the delegation of maiagement functions to a 
regonal or catchment level as to enable everyone to parl1C1pate; 
26 NINA sec 2 (d) 
27 White Paper on National Water Policy of 1997 in a relatively arid country such as South Africa, 1t is necessary to recognize the 
unity of the water cycle and the interdependerce of its elements, where evaporation, clouds and rainfall are linked to groundwater, 
rivers, lakes, wetlt11ds and the seas and where the bas IC hydrologcal unit 1s catchment 
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managed in an integrated mamer. Moreover principle 9 provides that the quantity, quality and reliability of 

water reqlired for mairtainng the ecological functions on which humans depend, shall be reserved so that the 

human use of water does not individually or cumulatively compromise the long-term sustainabil~y of aquatic 

and associated ecosystems.28 

1.6. Application 

South African water laws and policy are clear on the ltilization of g-oundwater. Groundwater is used for both 

human and environmertal needs. What the pos~ion of the law as far as the use of groundwater is concerned? 

The answer to the question should be traced to the principles that govern the utilization of natural resources, 

the principle of sustainable utilization found in the National Environmental Management Act (NEMA) 107 of 

1998, which is the guiding piece of legislation il the utilization and explo~tion of natural resources.29 

Groundwater should be utilized for both human and environmental needs in a sustainable manner.30 The t-mA 

in its preamble provides for the sustainable and equitable use, development conservation, management and 

control of water resources.31 

These are fundamental principles, which are core values of the r-NJA.32 The principles of sustainabil~ and 

equfability are central in the use of natural resources.33 These principles are prominent in this paper because 

the resource that we all share is under tremendous stress. For that reason we must use it optimally and 

28 While Paper, prirciple 9; quanlity, quality and reliability of waler required lo maintain the ecological furclions on which humans 
depend shall be reserved so that the human use of water does not individually or cumulatively com prom 1se the long term 
sustainability of aqualic and associated ecosystems 
29 NEMA sec 3, development must be socially, environmentally and economic illy sustainable 
30 Principle 9 While Paper on National Waler Policy 
31 Chapter 1- this ch~ter sets oul the fundamental principles of the act Sustainability and equity are identified as central guiding 
principles in the protection, use, development, conservation, management and control of waler resources These guiding principles 
recognize the basic human needs of present and future generations, the need lo protect waler resources, the need lo share some 
waler resources with other countnes, the need to establish suitable institutions in order lo achieve the purpose of the Act. National 
Government, acting through the Minster, is responsible for the a:;hievemenl of these fundamental pnrciples 1n accordance with the 
constitutional mandate for ultimate respons1b1lily to fulfil certain obligations relating lo the use, allocation and protection of and access 
lo water resources 
32 Robyn Stein, SA New Democratic Legislation National Government's Role as Public Trustee in Dam Building and Management 
Adivities. This article 1s ava1latle at wwwdwafpwvgovza 
33 NWA Preamble NWA, Preamble, recognizing that waler is a scarce and unevenly distributed national resource which occurs 1n 
many different forms which are all part of a unitary, interdependent cycle; recognizing that whle water is a natural resource that 
belongs to all people, the discriminatory laws and pra:;l1ces of the past have prevented equal access lo water, and use of water 
resources; Pcknowledgtng the National Government's overall responsibility for and authority over the nation's water resources and 
their use, including equitable allocation of water for beneficial use, the redistribution of water, and international water matters, 
Recognising that the ultimate aim of water resource management is to achieve the sustainable use of waler for the benefit of all users; 
Recognising the need for the integrated management of all aspects of waler resources and, where appropriate, the delegation 
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sustainably, and take into account the needs of future generations and the future development of the 

environment. 

1. 7 Analysis 

The physical dynamics of the available resm.rce confirm that the available water is under severe stress to 

provide in the needs of humans and the environment. Researches from a legal perspective suggest that this 

stress is caused by polution and contamination of reserves34 and sciertific perspective suggests that chemicals 

not normally present in the natural system can also have dire consequences. The resource is vulnerable to 

poisoning by toxic substances such as heavy metals (lead, zinc, and cadmium), acids, solvents or chlorinated 

organic compounds produced by mining, smelting and manufachring industries.35 

It therefore calls for legal response and scientific analysis; the lcr.vs regel'ding usage are to be strengthened to 

benefit the present generation and future generations. 

Because of the past Apartheid laws, which denied vast sectors of the population access to basic resoll'ces, 

including water, 36 rll'al a-eas have been and are still without access to basic water resources. 

Having regard for the fact that the courtry's water resources Cl'e imited and \IUlnerable, steps have been done 

by the Government to iflllrove the quatity of life of rural communities. South Africa's new democratic 

dispensation re-shaped Oll' w~er legislation. With the introduction of the NWA in 1998, water laws were viewed 

against the principles of the Constitution. 

The Constitution laid the foundation for the rigtt of every citizen to have access to sufficient food and water.37 

The Constitution fl.rthermore imposes a duty upon the State to progressively realize these rights, to take them 

seriously and to put them into practice. It provides that the State must take reasonable legslative and other 

measl.l"es, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive realization of each of these rigits.38 

u Ricardo Petrella, The Water Manifesto kgument for a World Water Contract, Davtd Philip Publishers (Pty LTD) 200 Wedmuler 
Centre, Claremont 77'::£, South Africa, 2001 page 19 
35 Cm!ributed by Colin Reginald; Pollution, Microsort Encarta World Atlas 1ffi8 Edition 
36 Glazewski; Environmental iaw in SA, Bulterworths, Durban 2000 Page 500 
37 Cms!i!u!ion of the Republic of South Africa Act 108 of 1900, Sec 27 (1) (b), 
38 Constitution of the Republic of South Afr1Ca Act 108 of 1996, Sec 27 (2) 
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It has been accepted that the legal nature of these rights is justifiable and that all human rights are indivisible 

and because of their indivisibility they put some obligations upon the State.39 This means that the State has to 

provide the basic rights because each right depends on the other for its realization. 

In the context of 11.f"al areas to which this paper is ci"awing attertion, about eight million people are stil without 

access to safe water. This implies that a huge number of people in the rural areas are being denied a 

constitutional right. Particularly women in these Cl"eas feel the bll"den, because they are mainly those who 

have to walk long distances and carry heavy loads.40 Women play a very important role in the water 

management in these areas; they are the ones who know where water is to be found in their respective areas, 

how reliable the source is and what the quality of the water is. 41 

In addressing the problems concerning the use of water, certain principles are applicable: the principles of basic 

access to water and sanitation for every human being and every community (an inaienable political, economic 

and social rigtt) at once individual and collective and the principle of integ-ated sustanable management in 

keeping with principles of solidarity (duty of indivicilal and collective responsibility) to other communities and the 

world's population to other human communities, to future generations, and to the ecosystem, earth, the 

principle of sharing and conservation and protection of water should guide service delivery42. Groundwater is a 

limited resource too, and the risk of contamination should be taken into account when developments are 

planned.43 To achieve optimal utilization of water resources the State must act reasonably to protect the 

environment by preverting pollution, promoting conservation, and securing sustainable development, whie 

blilding the economy and society44. To ensure that the Government takes reasonable decisions to protect the 

environment, it should be insisted upon that the Government follow transparent (open) and reasonable 

procedures. 45 The two fundamental rights entrenched in the Constitution to ensure this, 46 are: 

(a) The right of access to information (s 32, and 

(b) The right to iust administrative action (s 33) 

3s TP Van Reenen, Rights of access to Water and Basic Sanitation Services; rights to Pollution Prevention and Waste Control and 
Management A Southern Nrican Perspective, mpublished manuscript 2003, page 1 
40 A Rodda, Women and t.~e Environment, United Nations Non- Governmental Liaison Ser\1ce, 1991page51 
41 Rodda (fn 30) p-51 
42 Petrella (fn33) p- 111 
43 Jacklyn Cock and Eddie Koch, Going Green, people, poh'!ics and the environment in South Nrica; C»<ford University Press Cape 
Town 1001 a\ page 131 
44 Sandra Liebenberg & Karns ha Pi I lay, A Resoirce Book on Socio-economic Rights in South Nn'ca, The S ccio-ecmom1c Rights 
Proiec\, Community Law Centre (University of \he Western Cape) South Africa, 3'.:100 a\ page 137 
45 Sandra Liebenberg & Karrisha Pi/lay (fn 44) p- 137 
46 Sandra Liebenberg & Karrisha Pi I lay (fn 44) p -137 
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The realization of each rigtt in the Constih.tion applies horizontally and vertically (between the State and legal 

sl.bjects and between subjects i 47 The application of the Bill of Rights implies that the natl.l"e of this rigtt (water) 

is at a stage where it is deficient. A more practical approach to water management would be to bring water 

management to the people. 48 People must also take responsibility49 in ensuring that ~oundwater is protected 

from pollution and contamination. 

For the people to participate and take responsibility in issues concerning water utilization, water shoud be 

managed at local level because experience around the world proves that local management is essential to 

sustainable exploitation and solving scarcity problems of water resoll"ces.50 

In the cortext of water, the Minister51 must, as soon as reasonable practicable, by notice in the Government 

Gazette, establish a National Water Resource Strategy (NWRS). Since 2002 there were proposals to the 

NWRS. In a statement the Minister of DWAF said water gave life.52 He added that it was the task of Sm.th 

African Governmert to take care of water, to seek is fair distribution and to faciitate its wise use for, amongst 

others, social and economic development.53 The NWRS sets out ways to achieve Integrated Water Resource 

Management (IWRM) in South Africa.54 It describes policies, strategies, plans, and procedl.l"es by 'v\lhich this will 

be done.55 

The Resol.l"ce Directed Measures (ROM) forms part of the NWRS and forms the main ~oundwater protection 

mechanism, along with Source Directed Controls (SOC) under Chapter 3 of the NWA. The ROM includes 

Classi1ication, the Reserve and Resource Quality Objectives (RQ0).56 The Reserve aims to protect the quantity 

and quality of water required for aquatic ecosystem 81d basic human needs.57 Because g-oundwater has, in a 

47 Sec 8 (2), A provision rn the Bill of Rights binds a natural or 1unstic person 1f, and to extent that, 1t is applcable, taking into account 
the nalLie of any duty imposed by the right 
48 Jacklyn Cock and Eddie Koch (th 43) p- 138 
~ Jacklyn Cock and Eddie Koch (th 43) p- 138 
50 David B. Brooks, Fows on water Local Management, International Development Research Center (IDRC), Canada 20CQ page 5 
51 NWA sec 5 (1) 
52 R. Kasrils, lnlrodLC!ion lo the N\t>iRS, August 2002 page 1 
53 Kasrils (fn 52) p -1 
54 NWA Chapter 2 part 1, part 2 requires progressive development, by the Minister, after consultation with society al large, of a 
national waler resource strategy. The national waler resource strategy provides the framework for the protection, use, development, 
conservation, management and control of water resources for the country as a whole. It also provides the framewcrk wdhin wt11ch 
waler will be managed al regional or catchment level, 1n defined waler management areas The nahonal water resource strategy, 
which must be formally reviewed from time to lime, 1s binding on all authorities and 1nstdulions exercising power or performing duties 
under this Act 
55 Kasrils (fn 52) p-2 
56 EC MLrray and GT redoux, Waler Programme; Corneil for Scienlioc and lnduslria Research (CSIR) Pilot Artificial Recharge 
Schemes final report to the WR C. CSIR Report No ENV-S C 20CQ -001, WRC Pro1ect No 967 /1/02, ISBN No. 18E845 ffi3 0, July 
2002 page 11 
57 EC Murray and GT redoux (fn 56) p -11 
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sense, been out of sight and out of mind58, rues managing ~oundwater were also olt of sight and out of rrind. 

Rules were only applicable to surface water. The demands placed on surface water led to the development of 

rules. These rules then assumed application to groundwater ali<e.59 This has resulted in a regime for 

grounc:hNater that is crude, especially given ~oundwater's abundance and vulnerability relative to slrlace 

water.50 

The vulnerability of ~oundwater is caused by many factors such as the lack of full understanding or awareness 

of the chCl"acteristics and extent of grounc:l\Nater61 and a lack of awareness of the physical interrelationship 

between surface S"ld ~oundwater.52 However, it is perhaps the fact that groundwater is invisible that leads to 

the lack of attention to this critical and comparatively vast resource.53 

The constitutional mandate has to be pro~essively realized by the State.54 This obligation is entrusted to all 

organs of state in that aU spheres of government and organs of state must secure the well-being of the people 

of the Republic. 65 This provision means that there is no sphere of government that can escape the general 

responsibility of realizing socio-economic rights.66 The Constitution imposes four different types of obligations 

in section 7 (2) for the realization of fundamental rights, the obligation to respect, protect, promote and fuliP7. 

The obligation to respect means that the State must refrain from interfering with the use and enjoyment of the 

right. The obligation to protect refers to the obfigation that the State must prevent the violation of the right by 

th rd parties. To promote means that the State must encourage and advance the realization of these rights.68 

53 Stephen C Mc Caffrey, The Law of International Watercourses Non- Navigational Uses Great Claredon Street, Oxford ox26DP, 
New York, 2001 page 414 (Ye\ groundwater has been largely 'out of sigh\ and ou\ of mind 111 \he proc\ice of stales, and albeit lo a 
lesser extent, in tre work of international organizations and expert groups) 
59 Stephen C Mc Caffrey (fn 58) p-414 - up lo ths point \he d1xussion of fundamental obligations in respect of international 
watercourses has assumed that the same rules apply to surface water and groundwater alike 
60 Stephen C Mc Caffrey (fn 58) p-415 
61 Stephen C Mc Caffrey (fn 58) p-415 - the reasons for this have to do with the nega!Jve syrergy prodLCed by several factcrs the 
lack of full understanding or awareness of the characteristics and extent of groundwater; the rather embryonic nature of the law in \his 
area, whch is in part a consequence of the first factor; the very fact that groundwater is internationally shared, meaning that without 
some form of cooperative arrangement, it is subject to two or more different domestic regulatory regimes; and the phenomenon of \he 
tragedy of the commons; 
62 Stephen C Mc Caffrey (fn 58) p 417, This appears lo be in large part because stales have until recently been largely unaware of 
the physical interrelationship between surface and underground waler. 
63 Stephen C Mc Caffrey (fn58) p 417 
64 Sec 27 (2) the State must take reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, to achieve the progressive 
realization of each of these rights. 
65 Sec 41 (1) (b). All spheres of Government and all organs of state within each sphere must- secure the well being of the people of 
the Republic 
66 J De Visser & Others, Realising the Right of Access to water Pipe Dream or Watershed, LDD 7 (1) 2003, paragraph 1 page 28 
67 Sec 7 (2) the Stale mus\ respect, protect, promote and fulfil the rights in the Bill of R;gh\s 
6s J De Visser & Otrers (fn 66) p- 28 -29 
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Water is a socio-economic right it therefore means that it is the responsibility of the State to ensure that it takes 

measU"es that will ensl.l"e that groundwater is supplied to rll"al communities and is protected from any form of 

contamination. The State has to ensure that it encourages the public to optimal utilization of water through the 

promotion of the right, 'v'klich includes pl.blic awa-eness. 

The basic question, however, is how to ensure that those people in the rU"al areas do get access to these basic 

services guaranteed to them by the Constitution, taking into accolflt that all has do be done within limited 

resources available and the sea-city of the resource. What can the law do in addressing the problems faced by 

mr rural communities? ke they expected to suffer, and, if so, until when? Or do we just pause and say there 

are not enough resources available to provide them with basic access to water and sanitation. 

It is in my opinion that South Africa's hidden resource should be utilized, protected, developed, remedied where 

damage has occurred, and conserved, and that precaltiona-y steps should be taken to better these people's 

lives. The State should provide access to this hidden treasure by providing means within its available 

resources. Moreover, all relevant stakeholders should be involved, including the rural people. They should be 

allowed to partake in the decision making process. Through this process, projects must be guided by the 

prilciples that underlie a democratic society based on freedom and equality and without race or gender 

qualifications. 

1.8. Proposed Solutions 

1. Concemng the problems identified about our natural resources, namely that they a-e scarce, wlnerable and 

not normally utilized optimally, this research proposes, amongst others, that the Government, where possible, 

at least drill more boreholes for rural communities. These boreholes should be subjected to and regulated in 

terms of the cment water laws, the NWA specifically. 

2. There is a need to monitor the use of water resources in order to balance the needs of the ecosystem 

3. The economic value of water m.ist be brought home to people so that they realise the economic value of 

water. When water is pumped from boreholes and distributed equally to the communities, incentives coud be 

introduced, as such incentives would ensure cost effective management of the resol.l"ce. By making them pay, 

12 



they would start realizing how precious water is. As soon the Government fulfils tts constitutional obigation by 

providing access (drill more boreholes1 the fiscal incertives should be introduced a rates t~ing into accot11t 

the social and economic conditions of the rural people. In this way the communtties would become a'Nare that 

water was no longer a gift from God, but had an economic value and should be used as such. In this way the 

environment may be protected as well, as tt depends on the same resm.rce for its natural functions. It is 

proposed that this woud evertually contribute towards resolving the problem around the use of water in dry 

rural areas. 

4. The extraction of groundwater should, where possible, be given priority in providing access to basic and 

sufficient water. This process should be speeded up because statistics indicate a very high number of rural 

people without sufficient water (eight mllion). The Constitution should guide the process to the extent that the 

Government has the responsibility to provide means for the extraction of groundwater and educate people so 

tha they t11derstand the vunerability and scarcfy of water resoi.rces. 

5. Awareness could be brought to water resources managemert so that people understand the environmental 

consequences of their water consumption and that it is their individual and collective responsi::>ility to protect the 

environment. 
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1.9. Dissemination of research results 

The resea-ch results will form the contert of this research paper. I is also intended that this paper be 

submitted for publication in an accredited journal. Through my anticipated participation in conferences, 

semina-s and workshops tlls resea-ch will be brought to public attention. 
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CHAPTER2 

Groundwater: A historical perspective 

2.1. Background of the study 

Scarcity of water resoll"ces in SA is becoll'ing a mounting problem, which has a serious impact on the lives of 

people and the natural functioning of the environment. Because human needs must be given priority over 

environmental needs, the utilization of water resources has become a concern of the Government, academics 

and al relevant activists, especially those fighting for the rights of the natural environment. There is a need 

therefore that the utilization of water resoll"ces be balanced against human and environmental needs for the 

effective and optimal utilization of water resources. The study also sets out to ascertain whether the use of 

grounc:t.vater as a water resource in the realization of the rigit of access to basic water and sanitation coud be 

an option in saving the country's scarce water resources. Also, in order to protect the environmental needs, 

water laws should aim at protecting groundwater against human impacts such as pollution that cause it to 

become less fit for its intended use. 

In addition to over-utiization of water resources, many people suffered ha-dsnps because of Apartheid laws, 

which denied the vast majority of South Africans basic rights. However, the new Government has implemented 

laws that -Mii take all water resources as national resources for human needs also to the benefit of future 

generations. 

Scientific resea-ch conducted n the past years on the utilization of groundwater suggests that it is necessa-y 

that groundwater should be utilized in the rural communities. The WRC in 1998 conducted research in 

grounc:t.vater development for rural areas and found that there were several benefits in the utilization of 

grounc:t.vater for Mal communiies. Among them were health benefits, as opposed to the situation that existed 

where humans induced pollution in water supplies from dams, for example.69 Another advantage of 

grounc:t.vater over surface water for human needs in rural communities is that it is difficult to put infrastructure in 

69 K Sarni & EC Murray, Guidelines fer the Evavation of Water Resources for Rural De~·elopment with an Emphasis on Groundwater, 
Report to the Water Research Commission by the Institute for Water Research Rhodes University; WRC Report No 677/1/ffi page 
22 
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place for water services. In other words buiding dams in these communities requires huge amoll1ts of money 

and long pipelining systems; whereas supplying groundwater is less expensive because ctilling a borehole 

does not need long pipelines. It is therefore clear that extracting groundwater is economically viableJO A 

borehole could be driled in or close to the community. At. the same time groundwater does not need any 

treatment ike surface water because groundwater is nalurally protected by geological formations and rocks.71 

Compared with other methods of collectng water such as the rooftop water harvesting and field water 

harvestng currently used in some rural areas, groundwater could be safer for all uses.72 

Care should however be taken how the available grollldwater is utilized. At.tention should be paid to 

mechanisms that would ensure that the available water is protected and conserved and used effectively. Care 

should be taken that grollldwater utilization by the community does not have a negative infuence on the 

natural functioning of the environment All water consumers --agriculural, ind.Jstrial and domestic -- should be 

obliged to take into accourt environmental needs and protect the environment. Since 1994 the South African 

Government has taken initiatives by introducing policies that would ensl.l"e that every South African has access 

to basic wcter and saniation services. 

The introduction of the Reconstruction and Development Programme of 1994, known as RDP, followed by the 

White Paper on National Water Policy of 1994 (not dealt with in this paper as it was superseded by the 1997 

White Paper, dealt with below) aimed at bringing wcter services to those people who were previously denied 

their basic right to water. 

10 Interview with Professor Yongxin Xu, Lecturer at UWC, UNESCO Professor in Hydrogeology Department of Earth Sciences, 13 
April 2004 
11 Interview wtlh Professor Yongxin Xu 
72 Interview with Professor YongXJn Xu 
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2.2. Policy Dimension 

2.2.1. Poliical Economy fl Water in South Africa 

South Africa is a water-deficient and drought-prone country because of lJ'lfavourable and lJ'lpredictable climatic 

conditions.73 Other factors conbibuting to the scarcity of water resources are the rapidly escalating popuation 

numbers, industrialization and the need to redress past socio-economic and gender imbalances, in ensuring the 

need that the quality of the water available for South Africa is kept to an optimum.74 Apart from the imbalances 

caused by the Apartheid system, DWAF has been given custody of the nation's water resources to ensure that 

wmer resources remain fit for recognized water users and tha the viability of aquatic ecosystems is maintained 

and protected.75 Legally South Afi"ican water resources had been civided into public and private water with its 

roots in Roman law.76 The legal differentiation of water resources resulted in cifficulties in the management and 

regulation of water resources. Moreover, it resulted in the vast majority of South Africans being denied the right 

of access to basic water and sanitaion services. Under the new democratic Government waer laws ine..ntably 

had to be changed. T7 The Government was faced with a situation in which the majority of South Africans were 

excluded fi"om owning land and were denied direct access to waer for productive use.78 Since the introduction 

of the new constitutional dispensation everyone has a right to access to water and sanitation.79 As the starting 

point \IJith the realization of the right of access to water and saniation, a new policy dimension was introciJced. 

These policies inck.Jde amongst others the Reconstruction and Development Programme and the Wllte Paper 

on a National Water Policy for South Afi"ica, wllch came into effect in 1994. Since their introciJction there were 

developments in the policy dimension, the White Paper on Water Supply and Sanitation of 1996 and 1997 and 

The White Paper on Energy Policy of 1998. These policies were aimed to deal \IJith delivery of services such as 

waer and sanitation, housing and other basic services and to redress the problems created by Apartheid. 

Though a new policy dimension has been introduced in South Africa for the purpose of pro..nding access to the 

country's wealth of natural resources, there are stiH burdens placed upon natural resources. Ignorance of the 

TJ Glazewski (fn 36) p- 7fB 
74 Glazewski (fn 36) p- 7fB 
75 Giaz ewsk 1 (fn 1 ) p- 759 
76 BC Sloop; The Law of South Africa ,r::irst ,qeissue, Traffic to Water, volume 30 Butlerworths al page 245 
77 Vegter (fn4) p- 44 
78 Vegter (fn 4) p 44 
79 Sec 27 (1) (b) 
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environmental costs of industrialization over the past centuries has frayed the ecological fabric to an extent that 

productive activities have been disruptive and people displaced, adding up to deteriorating activities affecting 

the environment8o Secondly, political arrangements on national and irtemational levels have often disregarded 

the importance of distributing wealth equitably so that a staggering portion of humanity lives at the very edge of 

survival, shrouded in poverty and deprived of viable alternatives and options.81 

South Africa too, could not escape these neglects.82 Moreover, South Africa suffers from water scarcity and 

faces incidents of pollld:ion in an energy intense economy. The courtry is facing serious pressure to adopt new 

measures to incorporate environmental costs, eliminate unreasonable profit at the expense of natural 

resources, and establish a new rationality for using and distributing natural resource wealth.83 

In 2002, South Africa hosted a World Summit. The idea of the South Africa Government's taking part in the 

summit was to deal with issues that confronted the country as it emerged from the reign of Apartheid. The main 

idea though, was to address the issues of poverty eradication and drive towards sustainable development.84 

Evidence of this challenge is the current statistics of people who are without access to safe, clean water. 

These statistics show that water and sanitation services should be accelerated drastically.85 Despite the 

constitutional mandate, the Sold:h African economy faces serious financial constraint that obliges policy makers 

and the public to make difficult decisions among competing priorities.86 The provision of the right of access to 

basic water and sanitation is hindered by many constraints. South Africa is a developing country and needs 

more iwestors to come and invest in the courtry. These investors are key cornerstones to the building of the 

economy and fighting poverty through the creation of jobs for the population. They at the same time are among 

the main pollutants of natural resources. The question is whether we should focus on investments87 and forget 

about natural resources being threatened and destroyed. How could Governmert resources be best utilized to 

accelerate the redisbibution of productive land to the rural poor?88 How should the Government and local 

water users establish fees to cover the real costs of water while ensuring that access to potable water is 

so D Reed & M. de Wit (5 ed) Towards A Just South Africa, The Po5tical Economy Of Natural Resource Wealth, published by CSIR 
Pretoria SA, 2003 at page 5 
81 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) p- 5 
82 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) p- 5 
8:> Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) p- 5 
84 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) p- 6 
85 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) About 8 mjJion peope are still lacking these basic services) p- 6 
86 Reed & M de I/I/ii (fn ffi) p- 6 
87 Reed & M de Wit (fn BJ) p- 6 
ss Reed & M. de Wit (fn ffi) p- 7 
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becoming a reality to millions of rural and urban poor?89 In addition to these difficult decisions, South Africa as 

a counby that is part of the international economy had to address these matters in relation to international 

economic pressures that often compete with the urgency of taking care of international priorities.90 

However, the South African Government is striving towards dealing satisfactorily with these issues. This is 

evident in recent policy changes in natural resource management. Natural resources are being taken seriously 

because it is realised that access to and use of natural resources will fundamentally shape the contours of the 

country's society in decades to come.91 fJ.s these changes are taking place, the complex dynamics between the 

economic and political realms of South African society have become evident 92 When dealing with natural 

resources, we are actually dealing with the economy of the country because the value of natural resources is 

equated to economic value, the lives of people and politics. When policies are formulated, the authorities have 

to take into account the different dynamics that lie at the centre of the distribution of resource wealth, 

specifically the question of who benefits from the distribution of the country's natural resource wealth. 

The restructuring of policy objectives by the Government regarding nah.Jral resources in general changes the 

understanding of natural resources, also as far as water is concerned. Throuftl the new policies people are 

empowered, socially and politically. However, economic empowerment of historically disadvantaged South 

Africans is a very powerful policy change driver.93 It is significant in this study to look at the status of all natural 

resources related to water because if natural resources were, for instance, left exclusively in private ownership 

the risk might arise of the broader community being denied access. The policy objectives provide for a pace at 

which resource wealth has to be distributed to the benefit of poor communities -- by diversifying the means of 

resource supply in which all sectors of the community have to participate in the decision-making process and 

the attribution of outside cost to natural resources. The ability of the Government to provide access to 

89 Reed & M. de I/Vil (fn 8'.J) p- 7 
90 Reed & M. de 1/\11! (fn 8'.J) p- 7 
91 Reed & M. de I/Vil (fn 8'.J) p- 13 
92 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 8'.J) p-13 
93 Reed & M. de Wit (fn 80) John Sasson; Energy Pofoes and Practices at page 33, Objectives of the White Paper on Energy Poltey 
of 1998 includes -Increasing a::;cess to affordable energy services, especially for disadvantaged households, small farms and 
community services, Improving energy governance, including regulation and sound co-ordination between Government departments, 
bodies and levels of Government, Stimulating economic development, also by means of increase competition in the energy sector, 
cost reflectivity of tariffs and energy prices. Where subsidization is required, this should be for sound reasons and be transparent, 
Managing energy- related environmental and health impacts, i~luding aocess lo basic energy services for poor households, the 
inclusion of quantifiable externalities in energy prices, targets for energy-related emissions and creating a balance between using 
fuels and the maintenance of acceptable environmental requirements, Securing the supply of energy through diversity by means of 
increased regional trade and primary energy carries. 
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resources is not stated very directly. It is acknowledged that the abiity to provide is the process which must be 

progressively realised by improving the governance of natural resources. In the water context new defnitions 

of responsibilities and concepts came out. The National Government has a responsibility to provide access to 

basic services within its available resources progressively.94 A new broad defin~ion of water use emerged.95 

The provision for eqlitable access to water and the benefits of wa:er use emerged.96 New institutional 

structures and mechanisms for developing decision-mS<ing down to the lowest possible level also accrued in 

the process.97 The provision for ensuring ecologically sustainable development and use of water resources 

was formalised. 98 The introciJction of new economic instruments and new wcter pricing provisions also entered 

the water management arena.99 

The principles of eqlitability and sustainability are key issues in the discussion of the right of access to basic 

wcter and saniation, because past laws left many South Africans 'tVithoU: these basic services. Also, a natural 

resource, in tlis case wcter, is under enormous pressure. The National Environmental Management Act 

(NEMA) of 1998 pays close attention to the protection of nah.Jral resources.100 Sustainabilfy of natural resource 

explo~ion requires the striking of a balance between social, economic and environmental imperatives in order 

to find an appropriate balance.101 It is therefore the National Government's responsibility to ensure that this 

objective is achieved at best level of performance. Its functions include:102 

• Policy formulation and regulation 

• Development and maintenance of a national water resource strategy, which sets out the long-term goals and ob1ectives for 

waler management al national level 

• Joni management of international catchments 

• Develop a catchment management strategy, which must be consistent with the national waler resource strategy 

94 Sec 27 (2), ,Act 108 of 1998 
95 NWA, sec 21 (a) - (f) 
% Sec 9 (2) Equality includes the full and equal en1oymenl of all rights and freedoms To promote the achievement of equality, 
legislative and other measures designed to protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair 
dis:::rimlllation may be taken 
97 NWA Chapter 7; the purpose of establishing Catchment Management Strategies is lo delegate water resource management to the 
regional or catchment level and lo involve local communities 
9a Sec 27 (b) (iii) secure ecologically sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoling 1ustifiable economic and 
soaal development 
99 Chapter 5 of NWA (Financial provisions) 
100 Sec 4 (b) ofNEMA provides Iha! environmental management must be integrated, acknowledged laking into account Iha! all 
elements of the environment are linked and interrelated and 11 must lake into account the effects of decision on all aspects of the 
environment and all people in the environment by pursuing the selection of the best practicable environmental option 
101 Reed & M de Wrt (fn 80) H Ma::;kay Water Policies and Practices al page 61 
102 Reed & M. de Wrt (fn 80) H Mackay Wat er Policies and Practices al page 61 
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• 

• 
• 

Mmagemenl of water resources and co-ordinal1m of water-related activities of water users and other water mmagement 

institutims in the Water Management Areas (WMA) 

Selling and collection of water use charges 

Allocation of water within the limits set by National Government (25 litres per day per person within 200 meters distance) 

These are fundamental principles and functions that are aimed at poverty alleviation. They aim at 

preverting the distortions created by past laws, and realization is subject to the principle of co-operative 

governance because all spheres must work together to aclieve positive results of service delivery. 

However, the National Government has a sole responsibility i1 creatilg a pl~orm for the rig,ts to be 

realised. It has to do this with the assistance of the provinces and local government. The provincial sphere 

also has to assist at local level by supporting local authorities financially to realise rigtts. 

2. 2.2. Reconstruction and Development Programme 

The Reconstruction and Development Programme (RDP) is an integrated, coherent socio-economic policy 

framework. 103 lhis programme seeks to mobilize all people and South Africa's resources towards eradicating 

the results of Apartheid and building a democrctic, non-racial and non-sexist fuh.re.104 As an integ-ated 

coherent socio-economic policy framework it strives towards a process of transformation that ensures that the 

country develops strong and stable democratic institutions and practices characterized by representativeness 

and participation. In particular, it strives that the country becomes a fully democratic and non-racial society and 

a prosperous society, having embarked upon a sustainable and environmentally friendly growth and 

development path.105 

RDP is essential because it focuses on many crucial aspects that face Solih Africa. More i111>ortantly it deals 

wih the discrimination caused by past laws against especially the rural population, who were marginalized. 

Rt.ral areas were divided into underdeveloped Bantustans as opposed to the well-developed, wtlte-owned 

commercial farming areas.100 

103 White Paper on RDP, Government's Strategy for Fundamental Transformatim September, 1994 page 4 
104 While Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 4 
10s White Paper on RDP (fn103) p- 4 
106 While Paper on PDP (fn 103) p-5 
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It is accepted that water scarcity is a global crisis that threatens to undermine economic growth and attempts at 

poverty reduction. 101 Lack of safe drinking water and adequate sanitation is already a major problem for much 

of the world's population and the pollution of lakes, rivers and groundwater poses a further threat.108 The 

existing models of economic gro-Mh that rely too heavily on finite resources and which resul in too much 

pollution are not compatible with sustainable development 100 

South Africa, in addressing the needs of its people through the RDP, took a step forward. 

The five key programmes envisaged in the RDP Base Document are meeting the basic needs, developng 

human resources, builcing the economy, democratizing the state and society, and implemenmg the RDP_ 110 In 

meeting the basic human needs, people should become part of the decision-making process of job creation, 

land reform, housing, services, water and saniation. 111 They should therefore help to decide where 

inhstructure should be located, be employed in its construction, and be empowered to participate in the 

management and adninistration of large-scale developments. 112 The lllderlying approach of the RDP is that 

education and training should be avaiable to an.113 This approach is further illustrated by the Constitution, 

which gives every sphere of governmert a functional area that will ensure that the Government meets the basic 

needs in both urban and rural development.114 The National Government must set the broad objectives and, 

together with the provincial and local governments, provide a policy and reg.Jlatory framework to facilitate 

implementation at provincial and local leve1.11s In terms of the provisions of the RDP local authorities are the 

level of government \IJhere service delivery is to take place. Their responsibility includes the restoration and 

upgrading of services where they have collapsed, and extending services to new areas where there was no 

service delivered before the Government of National Ul'lty (GNU) came into power.116 It also provides for rural 

water provision, and aims to support the provision of water and sanitation to rural areas. Underlying the RDP 

commitment to household access to water and sanitation was its depiction as a human rights issue. 117 The 

1o7 Author anonymous, Our Future, our Choice; Environmental Drec\cra\e- General, ELropean Comm1Ss1on, http// 
europa.eu. inllcommlenvironment at page 9 
1oa Our Future, our Choice (fn 107) p- 10 
109 Our Future, our Choice (fn 107) p-7 
110 While Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 7 
111 White Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 8 
112 White Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 8 
113 White Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 8 
114 Schedule 4 and 5 
11s White Paper on RDP (fn 103) p- 12 
116 White Paper on RDP (fn 103) p-22 
111 Patrick Bond & Meshack l<hosa RDP Policy Audit; 
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ri~t to wcter is considered in the Water Supply and Sanfation Policy White Paper (discussed below).118 This 

right is strengthened by the Constitution119 and through the provisions of the Water Services Act of 1997 

(WSA), 120 which marked a historic venture as it took a step forward in water service deivery. 

The WSA provides for the right to water and sanitation as the human right to: 

(a) Basic sanitation 

The minimum standard for basic sanitation services 1s -

(a) The provision of appropriate health and hygiene education; and 

(b) A toilet which is safe, reliable, environmentally sound, easy lo keep clean, provides privacy and ~olect1on against the weather, 

well ventilated, keeps smells lo a minimum and prevents the entry and exit of files and other disease-carrying pests. 

(b) Basic water supply 

The minimum standard for basic water supply services is -

(a) The prov1s1on of appropriate edu:;ation in respoct of effective water use, and 

(b) A minimum quantity of potable waler of25 litres per person per day or 6 kilolitres per household per month 

(i) At a minimum flow rate of not less than 10 litres per m1rule; 

(ii) Within 200 metres of a household; and 

(iii) With an effectiveness su:;h Iha! no consumer is without a supply for more than seven full days in any year 

Oll"ing the RDP process, the key problem was the definition of a 1ifeline" amount of water to be provided to 

consumers which could also sustain rll"al projects.121 This was addressed through the adoption of the WSA, 

which provided that 25 litres be allocated per person per day or 6 kilolitres per household per month. 122 WSA 

relates more to the building of infi"astructll"e such as dams. Technical aspects arise, for example the structure 

of villages reqlires more pipeline system to be laid, which is expensive. Also, wcter has to be treated after the 

completion of pipelines, dams etc.123 

118 Principle 2 Water Supply and Sanitation Policy White Paper of 1994, Basic services are a human right. This will be 
interpreted, 1n terms of the Constitution, as a right to a level of services adeq.Jate to provide a healthy environment. They do 
not imply the nght of an individual person or community to demand services at the expense of others. 
119 Seclion 27 (1) (b) 
120 Sec 2 (a) (b), 3 (1) (a) (b) (0 (ii) (iii) 
121 Patnck Bond & Mesha::k Khosa (fn 94) p- 14 
122 Sec 3 (b) minimum quai!i!y of potable wafer of25 litres per person per day or 6 kilolitres per household per month 
123 Professor Yongxin Xu, interview (fn 70) 
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2.2.3. White Paper on National Water Policy for South Africa of 1997 

Preceeding the coming into effect of the White Paper on National Water Policy, water was given its 

constitutional meaning. Water has to restore human dignity, gve life and be shared e"1itably by all 

SouthAfricans. The celebrated journaist and poet Antjie Krog124 writes in an article in which she refers to a 

poem written by a poet, Mazisi Kunene, who once said, "From waler 1s born all peoples of the earth. There is waler wrth1n 

us, let there be waler with us Waler never rests When flowing above, ii causes rain and dew. When flowing below ii forms streams 

and nvers If a way is made for ii, ii flows along that path And we want lo make that path. We want the waler of this country to flow 

out into a network reaching every individual Take ii cherish ii as affirming your humC11 digiily; nourish your tumanily. With waler we 

will wash away the past, we will from now on ever be bounded by the blessing of water. 

"Waler gathered and stored since the beginning of lime in layers of granite and rock, 1n the embrace of dams, the ribbons of rivers -

will one day, unheralded, modestly, easily, simply flow out lo every South Afncan who turns a lap " 125 

The introduction of the White Paper brought tremendous change to the water law of South Africa. One of the 

overriding priorities of the GNU to meet the basic needs was to ensure that all people have access to 

sufficient water. 126 This was to be achieved by making water a national resource127 of which the Government 

is the public trustee.12s Most significant il the White Paper was the introduction of the Reserve129 in which 

the utilization of water resources for human and environmental needs is determined. The White Paper 

however does not define the reserve. A reserve is defined in the NWA in its definiion section as the quantity 

and quality of water re"1ired to satisfy the basic human needs by securing basic water for the people who are 

now or who \A/ill in the reasonably near future be relying upon, taking water from, being supplied from the 

relevant water resources, and the protection of aquatic ecosystem in order to secure ecologically sustainable 

development and use of the relevant water resources.130 The NWA specifies that before aiy utilization of 

124 Antiie Krog, title anonymous (available from www dwafgovza) 
125 Anljie Krog (fn124) 
126 While Paper on National Waler Policy of 1997 
127 Principle 8 read together with principle 12 and 13, all water, where••er it occurs in the waler cycle, is a resource common to all, the 
use of which shall be subiecl lo national control All waler shall have a consistent status in law, irrespective of where it occurs 
12s Principle 8 states, the water re~ired to ensure that all people have access to sufOCient waler shall be reserved 
129 Principle 10 read with 8, the waler required lo meet the basic human needs referred lo in principle 8 and the needs of the 
environment shall be identified as the Reserve and shall enioy prionty of use by right. The use of water for all purposes shall be 
subject lo authorization 
130 NWA definition section, "Reserve· the quantity and quality of waler required-

(a) To satisfy the basic human needs by secunng a basic waler supply, as prescribed under WSA (Act No 108of1997), for the 
people who are now or who will, in the reasonable near future be 

(i) Relying upon, 
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water can be assumed for any purpose, the reserve must be determned. There can be no use allocation 

made before the reserve has been set 131 

2.2.4. Draft White Paper on Water Services of 2002 

The Draft White Paper on Water Services of 2002 was \4.llitten to address the challenges that were and are still 

facing most South Africans in the delivery of services. The most crucial factor when dealing with the delivery of 

services is that of equality i1 the access to natural resources, includng water. In South Africa access inequality 

to basic services was, and still is, a stark reality.132 The GNU has strived to address the results of past 

discrirTination. It is estimated that more than 10 milion people have been provided with basic water supplies in 

rural and urban areas. But unfortunately the progress with sanitation has been much slower and great 

challenges remain.133 About 38 per cent of South Africa's population is still wlhot.t adequate sanitation.134 Lack 

of sanitation services has in many areas resulted in health-related diseases such as cholera in Kwazulu-Natal 

and other parts of the country.135 This emphasises the need for acceleration of safe water and proper sanitation 

services and hygiene awareness.136 The delivery of basic services such as water and sanitation is irtertwined 

wih and closely related to the alleviation of poverty. And it is therefore important that South Africa focuses on 

delivery of water and sanitation services.137 Its policies have to ensure room for the basic service delivery and 

the utilization of resources in a sustainable manner. Furthermore service delivery has to keep pace with the 

population growth, which affects the performance of nah.ral resources. 

Access to basic water supply and sanitation services means access to water services.138 The Institutions that 

are involved in water service delivery are: 139 

• DWAF, which is responsible for policy and regulation of the sector and also currently operates waler resource infrasln.IC!Lre 

such as dams, bulk water supply schemes and some retail infrastructure providing access directly to consumers 

U) Taking water from; or 
(k) Being supplied from, and 
(I) The protection of aquatic ecosystem in order to secure ecologically sustainable development and use of the relevant water 

resources 
131 National Act News (DWAF rews letter for the water utilization) copies are available form DWAF regional offices 2004 
132 Draft While Paper on Waler Services of 2002 para 1.1 
133 Draft White Paper (fn 132) para 1.1 
134 Draft While Paper (fn 132) para 1.1 
135 Draft White Paper (fn 132) para 1 1 
136 Draft White Paper (fn 132) para 1.1 
137 Draft White Paper (fn 132) para 1 1 
138 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 2 
139 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 3 
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• Government owned water boards currently operate water resource infrastructure, bulk potable water supply schemes 

(selling to municipalities and industries), some retail water infrastructure and some wastewater systems 

• Municipalities operate some local water resource infrastructure (such as dams and boreholes and bulk water supply 

schemes, supply water and sanitation to the retail consumer (household, business and industries) and operate wastewater 

collection and treatment systems 

• Community based organizations run small water schemes in rural areas. 

• Publicly or privately owned companies provide services in terms of contracts with municipalities. Johannesburg Water, a 

water utility wholly owned by the City of Johannesburg, is an example. Privately owned companies are involved in the water 

service delivery 

This represents remarkable progress in water management and service delivery policy because the focus now 

is on local level. It will now be possible for local government to assume full operational responsibility for water 

services and sanfation services as provided by the Constitution.140 This however does not mean that DWAF 

has no role to play in water service delivery because the Department wil ensure that it supports the local 

governmert as assigned to it by the Constitution and because water is effectively regulated nationally. Water 

has economic value and has to be treated as such. The Draft White Paper confirms the responsibility of local 

authorities by providng a new financial framework for water and sanitation services.141 The Draft White Paper 

proposes that local government be provided with equitable share and the municipal infrastructure grant 142 In 

order to maintain the sustcinability of financial and institutional sectors it is proposed that the main aim should 

now be to ensure that waer and sanitation projects and the agencies that manage waer and sanitation 

services are maintcined and expanded.143 

The definition of water services by the Draft White Paper promotes the optimal use of water as a resource. 

Water services are defined in relation to the use and education. A basic water supply is defined as the provision 

of appropriate education in respect of effective use as well as a minimum quantity of 25 litres of potable water 

per person per day within 200 meters of a household, which is not interrupted for more than seven days in any 

year, and a minimum flow of 10 litres per mnute in the case of communal water points. 144 

140 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 4 
141 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 5 
142 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 5 
143 Draft White Paper (fn 132) page 5 
144 Draft White Paper (fn132) page 8 
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2.2.5. Strate9c Framework for Water Services September 2003 

The strategy supersedes the Draft White Paper discussed above. An important integral part in the way in which 

w~er resources are utilized is the formulation and implemertation of strategies which will provide a framework 

of regulations and principles around water use. It is for this reason that this paper discusses the water and 

sanitation strategies. Developments in the use of water have to include these strategies 'l'llhen they are planned 

for the sustainable and efficient utilization of the water resources. Information gathered during the consultation 

reveals that there is a need to review the basic level of water service from 25 to 50 litres per person.145 AA 

allocation of 25 litres per person is low as a basic level of water for human consumption.146 This therefore 

suggests that water service delivery has to be reasonably speeded up so that the eight million people 

concerned could have access to water at a reasonable level. Access however is qualified because water use 

must be sustailable in the circumstances. For example access to water is imited if the water stops flowing or 

the toiet no longer works.147 What this means is that water utilization has to meet the basic principles148 that 

govern the proper utilization of water resources as a whole. The free basic water and sanitation services 

introduced will inevitably address the problem of water scarcity amongst our people because it is intended to at 

least provide every South Africcn with a right to water service that is affordable.149 

Lack of access to water supply and sanitation constrains opportunities to escape poverty and exacerbates the 

problems of vulnerable groups, especially those affected by HIV/Aids and other diseases. It is therefore 

appropriate that a key focus of South Africa's water services policy should be on ensuring access of the poor to 

adequate, affordable and sustainable levels of defined basic water supply and sanitation services.150 

For the past nine years through the RDP the focus was on delivery. It is now advisable to place greater 

emphasis on sustainability of the resource tlTough conservation and demand management and management of 

the infrastruch.re and the institutions responsible for providing the services by ensuring financial viability.151 The 

change in focus will bring economic development of water resources.152 In order to promote rreater 

145 Strategic Framework for Water Services September 2003 at page 1 
146 Professor Xu says that the South Afncan standard 1s low as compared lo olhercounlnes like Urnled Sales, where basic level of 
water is up to 100 or more litres per person 
147 Strategic Framework for Water Ser111Ces at page 1 
148 See the principle of sustainabilit)', conservation, protection, management, polluter pa}'S principle, precautionary steps or measures, 
dignity and equality 
149 Strategic Framework, preface 
150 Strategic Framework, al page 7 
151 Strategic Framework, page 7 
152 Strategic Framework, page 7 
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effectiveness and efficiency, a process of institutional reform of water service provision will be initiated.153 

lnst~utional reform, water boards and the private sector are to be involved. The role of the private sector in the 

provision of Vlt'ater services is welcomed, provided that consumer interests are protected.154 The initiatives 

include the responsibility to all water service authorities to report annually on progress against their water 

services development plans by 2005.155 

Water and saritation service principles provided in policies should serve as guiding and leading principles. The 

principles are equitability (adequate services to all people, fairly)156, affordability (no one is excluded from 

access to basic services because of cost), 157 effectivity (the job is done), 158 sustailability (there are adequate 

resources to operae, maintain, rehabilfate and expand services in future, as necessary).159 Education is a 

key element in the use of water. It should be assured that all people living in South Africa are educaed to use 

waer optimally.160 

2. 2.5. Protection of Groundwater as a Wmer Resource 

(a) Groundwater Resource Directed Measures 

In order to use water sustainably, the reserve should be protected to comply with human and ecological needs. 

The practical expression of the resource protection is given by the determination of measures directed for the 

protection of the resource; these measures are called Resource Drected Measures (RDM)161_ This is an 

approach that consists of three componerts, namely, the setting of Reserve, Resource Quaity Objectives 

(RQO) and Classification of Water Resources. Because the NWA was promulgated to ensure optimal and 

sustainable use of the country's limited resource for the benefit of ~s diverse and growing population there is a 

need for the determination of RDM 162 RDM are practical measures to be taken in relation to the resource 

protection, for example the spring flow from an aquifer is to be protected and only fim~ed abstraction, far 

153 Strategic Framework, page 8 
154 Slrateg1c Framework, page 15 
155 Strategic Framework for Water Services at page 15 
156 Draft While Paper (fn132) page 11, read with principle 9, Everybody has a right to base water supply and sanitation 
157 Draft While Paper (fn132) page 11, read with section 9 of the Constitution and Principle 9 of the Draft While Paper 
158 Draft White Paper (fn132) page 11 
159 Draft While Paper (fn132) page 11, read with principle 18 Waler ServJCes should lake nlo a:;count their impact on the natural 
environment and seek to minimize any negative impacts through remedial measures 
160 Principle 12 
161 NINA News (fn 133) p- 7 
162 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 222 
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enough from the spring, can be allowed.163 ResOlrce protection is the key objective of the Act and is addressed 

through RDM.164 

The Act lays the foundation for systematic and proactive protection of water resources i1 line with sustainability 

prnciples.165 Protection of all aquifers to the same level is neither possible nor necessary.166 The department 

foUows a differentiated protection policy, where priority is given to importart and vulnerable aquifers, in 

particular aquifers that are a sole source of water supply. 167 

(b) Groundwater Reserve 

The reserve is defined by the NWA in terms of geohydrology, meaning the quartity and quality of groundwater 

required168 to satisfy basic human needs by securing a basic water supply for people who are now or who will in 

the foreseeable future be ( 1) relying on, (2) taking water from, or (3) being supplied by the relevant water 

resource, and to protect aquatic ecosystems, in order to secure ecologically sustainable development and use 

of the relevant resource.169 

The reserve is a unique measure in our water legislation, wlich together with other points in the NWA must be 

determined by the Minister of Water Affairs and must be given effect by the Director General (DG) in terms of 

the Act 170 This must provide the quantity and quality of water for basic human needs and the protection of 

ecosystems.171 

Groundwater resource comprises three p~s: the non-extractable portion, the componert set aside for the 

reserve and the portion that can be used or allocated. 172 These components of the reserve can be seen as that 

portion of natural replenishment to the groundwater that cannot be allocated for use in order to keep the 

system's capacity to sustain the basic human needs and aquatic ecosystem requirements.173 The quality and 

quantity of the water should be determned in accordance with the resource as a whole and will vary according 

to the class so determined.174 

163 NWA News (fn131) p- 7 
164 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 222 
165 NWA News (fn131) p- 6 
166 NWA News (fn131) p- 6 
167 NWA News (fn131) p- 6 
168 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 23 3 
169 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 2.3.3 
110 NINA News (fn 131) p-7 read logelrer with S~tion 16 (1) (2) (3) Part 3 and section 18 of the NWA 
111 NWA News {fn 131) p-7 
172 NWA News (fn 131) p- 7 
173 NWA News {fn 133) p- 7 
174 Waler Research Comm1ss1on (fn1) para 23.3 
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Although there are practical difficulties in conceptualizing the reserve, it is necessary that it be determined The 

reserve mal<:es water managementfeasible as ~ determnes the extent to which water is to be used. 

(c) Groundwater Resource Quality Objectives 

The NWA provides for the determination of RQO by the Minister, >Mlich must be published n the Government 

Gazette (GG), according to the class of the classified system of the resource.175 

The term quality is used to include the health of all parts of water resources, wtich together make up an 

ecosystem, including plant and animal communities and their habitats.176 For these objectives to be realized 

and to protect the resource, agreement must be reached amongst all water users.177 In order to put the 

objectives into practice, water catchment areas (local level) are the basis for the protection of the resource. This 

should be effected through a process of consultation with all relevant stakeholders. GrounctNater RQO is an 

approach that provides goals within the management of class set by the Minister during the classification 

process of the significant water resource.178 The ultimate goal is to improve the impacted resource, or 

threshold or safety nets that will limit the impact upon the resource.179 The objectives should be practical and 

preferably summarized measures that serve as key indcators for the protection of the groundwater resource. 

These measures Vvill include the indicators in a range of hydraulics, for example groundwater gradients, water 

table levels, hydrochemical (total dssolved solids, n~ate) and biotic ndicators such as thriving vegetation 

communities and hypogeal fauna. These could be selected to indicate that aquifers are effectively fulfilling their 

important functions in the environment.180 It is envisaged that functions of indcators be identified by specialists 

keeping in mind the importance of these functions and levels of RQOs.181 The RQO are to be set for each part 

of the reserve. Clear objectives are therefore to be set for the desired level of protection of each resource.182 

The most effective approach to acneve these objectives is to use Receiving Water Qual~y Objectives (RWQO) 

as the basis for water environmental quality management.183 

175 Sec 13 (1) 
176 While Paper on National Waler Policy of 1997 para 6.32 
177 While Paper, 1997 para633. 
178 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 2 35 
179 Waler Research Com mission (fn 1) para 2 3 5 
130 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 2.3.5 
131 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 23 5 
182 White Paper on National Waler Policy of 1997 para 6 3.2 
183 While Paper, 1997 p<J"a632 
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Although the White Paper only mentions the environmental reserve 184 when these objectives are set, there 

must also be a determilation for human reserve, wnch is also subject to protection in its quality and quantity. In 

identifying these objectives, all relevant factors needed for water resource to function must be taken into 

account -- quality, quantity and reliability of water, the physical and vegetation aspects of habitat in the water 

and on the banks etc.185 The objectives to be set for groundwater resou-ce should be identified and should be 

of a specific standard (arrbiert) directed for the protection of groundwater usage. Ambient standards are 

standards that are specific with regard to each resource utilization and protection in relation to health and 

habitat thS: makes up the ecosystem. The Constitution set a health standard in that everyone has a right to an 

environment that is not harmful to human health or well-being.186 This is specific in that activities done to the 

environment should not in anyway be detrimental to the health of people. If the activity concerned does become 

harmhl, it will not be conforming to the standard and will be breaching the objective that the Constitlfion aims 

to achieve. 

(d) Groundwaer Resource Classficaion 

The classification provides guidelines on how to set appropriate levels of protection for water resources and the 

framework for the application of these measures.187 The application of classification wil delineate a 

groundlNater management unit within a siginificant aqLifer resource classed as either protected, good, fair or 

severely modified.188 The NWA provides that the classification system should provide glidelines and 

procedures for determning differert classes of water resources.189 As they provide fa ramework, they serve as 

reference for the implementation of groundwater protection, use and management plans for a patricular 

groundwater management unit 100 Thoug, this paper discusses classification lastly in the mechanisms that 

protect groundwater, it is actually the first stage under the NWA Chapter 3 in the protection process. For each 

class of water resource there should be procedures to deterrl'lne the reserve, management procedures to 

satisfy water quality requirements of water users, and regulations to protect the resource from impacts of land 

1s4 White Paper on National Water Policy of 1997 para 63 2 
185 While Paper on Nalional Waler Policy of 1997 para 6 3.2 
186 Sec 24 (a) 
1s1 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 31 
188 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 31 
189 Sec 12 (1) '2) (a), As soon as is reasonably practicable, the Minister must prescribe a system for classifying waler resources The 
syslem for classifying water resources may establish guidelines and procedures for determining different classes of water resources; 
190 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 31 
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based and in stream activities.191 In every resource it is necessary to assess the present status of a resource by 

considering the degree of modification from natural conditions and conse~enHy the degree of risk of 

irreversible damage to the resource.192 Future management classes are then set as targets for the protection 

and management of a resource, 193 because there are different water resources, which may require a low 

degree of modification, typically environmental uses and basic human needs.194 In cases where the 

stakeholders deem such a use importart, they may implement a highly protected class v.ihich may be assigned 

for protection.195 

2.2.6. Groundwater utilization for both human and environmental needs 

The utilization of groundwater has determined parameters for each user sector, agriculture, industry, and 

human consumption for domestic purposes, taking into account the environmental needs as well. In the 

uUization of water resources the principle of sustainable use is central. Groundwater use is permissible under 

the NWA.196 In general, use of groundwater must be licensed unless it is either Schedule 1197, or is an existng 

lawful use, 198 or is permissible under a general authorization199 or if a responsible authority waives the need for 

a license.200 

Use is defined broadly and include taking water from a water resource, storing water, impending or diverting the 

flow of water in a watercourse, engaging in a stream flow reduction activity,201 or an activity declared to be a 

controlled activity,202 discharging waste,203 or water containing waste into a water course,204 through a pipe, 

canal, sewer, sea outfall or other conduit, disposal of waste in a manner which may detrimentally impact on a 

water course, disposing in any manner of water which contains waste from, or which has been heated in, any 

industrial or power generation process, altering the bed, banks, course or characteristics of a watercourse, 

191 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 3.1 
192 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 3.1 
193 Waler Research Commission (fn1) para 3.1 
194 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 31 
135 Water Research Commission (fn1) para 3.1 
196 NI/I/A 36 of 1998 
197 Starke vSchreiber2C01 (1) ALL SA 167 (C) 182- 183 
198 See para 386 post 
199 See para 381 post 
200 See para 383 post 
201 See para 390 post 
202 See para 393 post 
203 See para 363 post 
204 Ibid 
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removing, discharging or disposing of water found underground if it is necessary for the efficient continuation of 

an activity or for safety of people and using water for recreational purposes.2os 

For the purposes of this paper the definition will be brought down to three main elements in the use of water 

generally: The Schedule 1, general aU:horization and licensing provisions in terms of the Act 

(a) Permissible wmer use 

The use of water -Mthout a license is referred to as pemissible water use. This use of water will be permissible 

water use if such use takes place in accordance \A/ith Schedule 1 to the NWA.206 The context in which this 

paper is that of Schedule 1 use, human use for rural communities, but the paper will also explore other 

parameters of use such as general authorization and licensing provisions in terms of the Act. In the rural 

context, in order to utilize grounct.vater effectively it is critical that hydrologists conduct an assessment of 

existing water use.201 After assessment they have to determine the parameters in which the groundwater 

would be utilized. It must be noted however, that under Schedule 1 use there are no parameters set and 

parameters are only set with regard to general authorization and licensing (dealt with below). Though there are 

no parameters it does not mean that a person using water under Sched!Je 1 could waste water208 as she or he 

pleases. Water has to be used the caution and to the benefit of the natural environment and its natural 

functions. 

20s NWA, sec 21 (a) - (f) 
206 Sec 36, (1) A person may, sub1ect, to this Act (a) t<J<e water for reasonable domestic use 1n that person's household, directly from 
any water resource to which that person has lawful access, (b) take water for use on land owned or occupied by that person, for - (i) 
reasonable domestic use; (Ii) small gardening not for commercial purpose; and (iii) the watering of animals (exck.Jding feedlots) which 
graze on that land within the grazing capacity of that land, from any water resource wh1Ch is situated on or forms a boundary of \hat 
land, 1f the use is not excessive 1n relation lo the capacity of waler resource and the needs of other users, (c) store and use ru11-off 
water from a roof; ( d) in emergency situations, take water from any water resource for human consumption or fire fighting; (e) for 
recreational purposes- (i) use the waler or the waler surface of a waler resource lo which that person has lawfi.11 access; or (Ii) portage 
any boat or canoe on any land adjacent to a watercourse in order to continue boating on that watercourse; and (n discharge (i) waste 
or watercontainirg waste, or (ii) run-off water, including storm water 1Tom any residential, recreational, commercial or industrial site, 
into a canal, sea outfall or other conduit controlled by another person authorized to undertake purification, treatment or disposal of 
waste or water containing waste, subject to the approval of the person controlling the canal, sea outfall or other conduit (2) An 
entitlement mder this Schedule does not override any other law, ordinance, bylaw or regulation, and 1s sub1e:;t to any lim1tat1on or 
prohibition there mder 
201 DWAF Pro1ect Charter Groundwater Resource Assessment Phase 11, 2003 para 1.2 (this document is available from DWAF 
regional offices) 
20s Stoop (fn 76) p- 2EG 
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(b) General Authorizmion 

In general, in issuing a general authorization, a responsible authority must take into accourt all relevant factors, 

including existing lawful water uses, the need to redress the results of past racial and gender discrimination, 

efficient and beneficial use of water in the public interest the socio- economic impact of the water use, resource 

quality objectives of the water resource209 and the environmental needs. General authorization is issued for 

activities such as industries and agriculture (for commercial purposes) where these activities use large amounts 

of water that impact on the quatity and quantity of water resources. A responsible authority, the Minister in 

terms of the Act gives aU:horization.210 The responsi:>le authority may attach conditions to every general 

authorization relating to (a) the protection of the water resource in question,211 and (b) Relating to water 

management by specifying management practices and general requirements for any wcter use, including 

conservation measures, monitoring, reports and analysis of the reports, imposing duty measures and record 

aspect and payments of charges.212 Under general authorization parameters are specified in which the water 

user must use the water according to the parameters and not more. For example in the Western Cape there are 

parameters set for each zone. Groundwcter Abstraction for Zone B is 45 m3 (tertiary drainage regions), the 

abstraction is then subdivided into qucternary drainage regions for easy management at catchment level.213 

Where the water user will abstract groundwater more than the specified parameter the user must apply for a 

license.214 

(c) Licensing for Groundwater Abstraction 

A license to use water is based on whether the specific use of water, together with other uses already in 

practice, will,215 

(a) Affect the volume of water available to other users 

(b) Affect the quality of water to such an extent that others users are no longer able to use it 

(c) Affect the long term sustainable utilization and protection (the reserve), and 

209 Stoop (fn 76) p- 259 
210 Sec 27, NWA 
211 Sec 29 (1) (a) 
212 Sec 29 (1) (a) - (h) (1)- (iv) 
213 Groundwater abstraction Zones T erliary and Quaternary Dra111age Regions (available in DWAF offices on request), 2004 
214 Part 7 NWA, Individual Licensing 
215 NWA News (fn 133) p 6 
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(d) Will damage the integrity of aquatic ecosystem, including aquatic habitats and animals. 

To use groundwater effectively, the Act216 pl.ts emphasis on water conservation, water use efficiency and water 

demand management. Licensing can be used to enforce these principles for groundwater. In water stressed 

areas users will be notified to apply for licenses and may be reql.ired to provide additional information or to 

undertake environmental assessment.217 In the application the department will draw a proposal for comments, 

detailing how the available water 'tAlill be allocated among applicants.21s My applicant not satisfied with the 

comments of the department may appeal to the water tribunal, and if there are no disagreements the 

preliminary schedule becomes final and a license is issued.219 

(d) lntegrmed Groundwater Resource Management (IGWRM) 

Integrated Groundwater Resource Management is a philosophy of coordinated management of an area's water, 

land and other resources to maximize economic and social welfare in an equitable manner without 

compromising the sustainability of the resource and vital ecosystem.220 

The rationale of having IGRM in our water law is because the impact on the resource affects the aquatic 

ecosystem linked Vvith the resource, the quantity and quality.221 

For this reason the NWA's vision of providing IGRM is underpinned by the key principles of equity, sustainability 

and efficiency of natural resources, the groundwater and surface water.222 Integration takes place across the 

three major subsystems: the natural resources, the management system and the instih.Jtional system.223 

Because groundwater is part of the hydrological cycle it must be understood in the context of the whole natural 

resource system and must be backed up 'tAlith the information on boundaries of the aquifer, its irteraction with 

surface water and aquatic ecosystems and its vulnerability to negative human impacts.224 In order to have 

effective management, various water uses by differert water users are best manageable on a catchment 

basis.225 Catchment management is now considered as the conventional Vvisdom in water laws because water 

216 NWA Chapter 1 (lnterpretabon and Fundamental Principles) 
211 NWA News (fn 133) p 6 
218 NWA News (fn 133) p 6 
219 NINA News (fn 133) p- 6 
220 NWA News (fn 133) p --B 
221 NWA News (fn 133) p- 5 
222 NINA Chapter 1 
223 NWA News (fn 133) p-5 
224 NINA News (fn133) p-5 
225 NINA news (fn 133) p-5 
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scarcity is stretching far beyond community boundaries and political borders.226 Community based natural 

resource management must play a critical part in broader approaches in solving the problem of water 

scarcity.227 Groundwater management at local level is crucial in water management because on the one hand it 

checks people's exploitation of the groundwater resource and on the other hand involves those people in the 

management of the resource228, so that they could be aware of the impact of their water consumption on the 

environment and the resource at local level. 

2.7. Conclusion 

From the above it is clear that groundwater is a reliable resource for human and envronmental needs. The 

question that remains is how each water user uses the ava~able water, taking into account the scarcity of the 

resource, ecological needs and human needs. In tum, all depends on the type of the aquifer in which 

groundwater has been extracted.229 The more water there is in the aquifer, the more sustainable it would be for 

human and environmental needs. Another factor is economical. For example, agriculture as one of the corner 

stones of South Africa's economy uses much water. At the moment agriculture accounts for almost 60 per cent 

of water use in South Africa230 and this include the use of groundwater. It is therefore crucial that in order to 

maintain the balance between human and environmental needs in the utilization of groundwater, planning be 

central in groundwater abstraction. It must be investigated hydrologically what the potential of the aquifer is. 

Accessibility (depth of the aquifer), exploitability (yield and pumping, availability resource and recharge), 

sustainabifity (chemistry and risk of pollution) and conservation (size and hydrodynamic situations) should be 

examined.231 

22G Brooks (fn 50) p- 5 
221 Brooks (fn 50) p- 5 
22s NWA News (fn 133) p-5 
229 Professor Yongxin Xu, interview (fn 70) 
230 DWAF- Proposed NWRS, Summary August LD02 
231 DWAF Pro1ec\ (fn207) para3.3 
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CHAPTER3 

Constitutional, Legislative and Institutional Dimension 

3.1. Introduction 

Foremost among the South African Constitutional provisions are the i111>lementation and interpretation of the 

rights entrenched in the Bill of Rights. To achieve the object of the Constitution, given the open ended and often 

vague nature of the provisions, judges of the Constitutional Col.rl often turn to the history of South Africa and 

use it as a "grant narrative".232 A narrative grant interpretation means that the irterpretation is a universally 

accepted history of the origin and purpose of the Constitution.233 If, when interpreting the provisions in the 

Constitution, focus is only on the present circumstances we will not succeed because history reflects or gives 

us choices as to who and what must be included and who and what to exclude.234 

Access to South African natural resources cannot be successfully realized if we neglect the past inequalities. 

We need therefore to reflect on the history of our country in the question of the realization of the right of access 

to water and sanibiion South African water law history reflects the distinction in water resources as a natural 

resource, neglecting access to the poor. This paper applies grants narrative interpretation of the provisions in 

the Bill of Rigtts as far as water and sanitation and the ecological system are concerned. These matters also 

have a history of neglect and vunerability. 

3.2. Principles governing water resources and ecological system 

Basic principles provided by the t-mA serve as guidance in the exploitation of natural resources, including 

water. This Act provides that the national Government, acting through the Mnister of Water Affars, carries the 

responsibility to ensure that water resources are protected and that water is allocated equitably and used 

beneficially in the public interest.235 This responsibility does not only concern the control of over-abstraction of 

water but also all other aspects of water use, in particular the protection of water resol.l"ces and the discharge 

232 P De Vos South African Law Journal on Human rights; A &idge too far, Volume 17 Par\ 1 2001 page 1 
233 P De Vos (fil 232) p-1 
234 p De Vos (rn 232) p-1 
235 Antonie Ge\denhuys The NWA A short review De Rebus, November 1997 page 59 
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of waste into water.236 Abstraction of water serves different purposes -- human and animal use, a~iculture, to 

get rid of wciste, and aesthetic environmental conservation.237 In terms of section 36 of the tf'NA, the Minister 

may declare a particular activity to be a stream flow activity if the activity is likely to reduce the availability of 

wa:er.238 Section 38 provides that the Minister may declare any activity to be a controlled activity, if that activity 

is likely to have a detrimental impact on water resources.239 This category is drected mainly towards activities 

tha: cause polk.Jtion.240 These efforts by the department are not only directed towards enhancing human needs 

but also meant to enhance the notion that water is for the environmenl241 It therefore means that management 

of water resources should be considered from the perspective of environment.242 It is important to note that in 

order to achieve access to water and sanitation, we must treat water as both a social and economical asset. 

Also, water should be appropriately managed keeping in mind that it is a scarce natural resource.243 In ensuring 

that these rights are progressively realised, free basic water and sanitation services have been introduced in a 

Wflf aimed at assisting in promoting sustainable access to a basic water supply by subsidizing the ongoing 

operating and mairtenance costs of a basic water supply service.244 Sustainable utilization and viability of water 

services must be enhanced as part of the local government financial system. Policies should honour the 

"polluter pays" principle, which is a cornerstone in the governance and management of natural resources.245 

Municipalities must implement these principles with immediate effect and if they are unable to do so, they must 

236 Antonie Geldenhuys (fn235) p-59 read with sec 21 of NWA the definition of "waler use" 
237 Antonie Gek:Jenhuys (fn235) p-59 
238 Chapter 4, Part 4 stream flow reducbon a;\1v1lies, this part allows the Minister, after consultation, lo regulate land based a:;tivilies 
which reduce stream flow, by declaring such a:;tivrt1es to be stream flow reduction activities. Whether or not an activity is declared lo 
be a stream ftow reduction oct1v1ty depends on various factors, such as the extent of stream ftow reduction, its duration, and its 1mpa:;I 
on any relevant waler resource and on other waler users. The control of forestry for its impa:;t on water resources, currently exercised 
1n terms of the Forest .Act, is now exerr:;ised under this Part (the Working for Water Programme is an example of action under Part 4 
available at www dwaf gov za which aims at reducing the impact cause by alien plants to water resources) 
239 Sec 38, Declaration of certain activities as controlled activities (1) the Minister may, by notice 1n the Gazette, in general or 
sp~ifically, declare an activity to be controlled a:;tivily. (2) Before declaring an activity lo be a controlled activity the Minster must be 
satisfied that the octivity in question is likely to impact detrimentally on a waler resource. (3) Before making a declaration under 
subsection (1) the Minister- (a) must publish a notice 1n the Gazette- (i) selling out activity or category of activities proposed to be 
declared; and (II) inviting written comments to be submitted on the proposed declaration; specifying an address to which comments 
are to be submitted, which date may not be earlier than 60 days after publication of the notice; and (b) may, 1n the case of a specific 
activity on a specific site, make the notice known by delivering or sending a copy to the owner or the person in control of the site in 
question, or to every organ of state, which, and every person who, has an interest in the matter, (c) must consider what further steps, 
if any, are appropriate to bring the contents of the notice lo the allenl1on of interested person, and lake those steps which the Minister 
considers lo be appropriate; and (d) must consider all comments received on or before the date specified in paragraph (a) (ii) 
240 Antonie Geldenhuys (fn 235) p-59 
241 Rabie MA "Water for the Environmenr (1989) Tydskrif v1r Hedendaagse Romeinse Reg at page 12 
242 Rabie MA "Water for the Environmenr (1989) Tydskrif vir Hedendaagse Rome1nse Reg at page 12 
243 Statement made by former Minster of DWAF (April, 2003) published in the Stralegc Framework for Waler Services September 
2003 at page 27 
244 Strategic Framework for Waler Services (fn 145) p-29 
245 Strategic Framework for Waler Services (fn 145) p-29 
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explain to the department why they are unable.246 Municipalities must provide a plan for implementing the policy 

and the implementation must be assured through national regulation and support.247 The principle of 

cooperative governance becomes importart in this regard, as water service delivery will only be effective if all 

levels of government work together as a team and strive towards the betterment of the lives of people.248 

Utilization of natural resources must be driven by a vision of protection and sensitivity, which is supported by 

the ideology that the many demands put on natural resources should be managed properly. Integration of all 

natural resources as provided by the legislation and policies should govern the use of natural resoll'ces. This 

wil enhance the proper management of land-based user activities that have major impacts on natural 

resources, such as pollution resulting from agricultural practices. 

Section 28 of NEMA249 provides that people should take reasonable precautions to prevent pollution of water 

resources. The application of this section has always been problematic in the sense of to what extent the 

polluter could be held liable. In a recent judgment250, which concerned air pollliion by hydrogen sulphide that 

had an adverse impact on human well-being, the court held that section 28 ( 12) -- which provides for the 

application to court for investigation, evaluation and assessment of the impact of activities and to report on it by 

the polluter -- does not empower the court to direct the chief air pollution control officer to suspend the polluter's 

registration certificate or direct l to halt its activities.251 Judge Leach restricted himself by mertioning that where 

it was clear that a party caused poUution as described in NEMA the court had the power to instruct the polluter 

to comply with the steps provided for by section 28 (12). The court concluded that pollution problems at the 

polluter's business were longstanding and persisted despite efforts to curtail them252 

To practice sustainable water resol.l'ce utilization, the principles of environmental justice have to be applied.253 

The environmental clause is regarded as a touchstone against which we can evaluate the new democratic 

Government's progress in delivering environmental )Jstice.254 For any measl.l'e that reguates the use of nah.l"al 

resources, environmental justice must be pursued first, so that the resource is kept fit for the intended use. If 

246 Strategic Framework for Water Serv1Ces (fil 145) p-29 
247 Strategic Framework for Water Services (rn 145) p-29 
248 Chapter 3 of the Constitution, sec 41 (1) (b) 
249 Sec 28 
250 Hidlange Investments (Pty) Ltd v Cape Produce Co (Pty) Ltd tla Pelts Produds, arid Ot.1wrs2004 (2) SA393 (E) 
251 Sec 28 (12) 
252 De Rebus (fn 276) p- 45 
253 NEMA sec 2 (c) Environmental justice must be pursued so Iha! adverse environmental 1mpocls shall not be d1slribuled 1n manner 
as to unfairly discriminate against any person 
254 J Glazewski, Environmental Justice and the SA Democratic Legal order (1999), Ada Juridica 1-36 
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environmental justice is not applied, the right of access to natural resources will be impaired because the 

resources could be exploited and destroyed 

Environmental justice255 is defned as: 

A social transformation directed towards meeting human needs and emanc1ng the quality of life- economic equality, health care, 

shelter, human rights, species preservation, and democracy- using resources sustainably A central principle of environmental 1ustice 

stresses equal access lo natural resources and the right to clean air and water, adequate health care, affordable shelter, and a safe 

work place.. Environmental problems therefore remain inseparable from other social in1uslices such as poverty, racism, sexism, 

unemployment, and urban deterioration 

The right of access to basic water and sanitation is direcUy I irked to the concept of environmental justice; water 

and sanitation are social services and aims at transforming the social conditions of people. It is therefore 

imperative that when natural resources are utilized, they must be utilized in such a way that they enhance 

human rights, taking into account that sustainable utilization of resources promotes social justice and 

environmental justice. On top of that equality is seen to be in the cenrre of natural resource disbibution. In 

recressing the past racial discrimination in our society, equality and justice should therefore prevail in our water 

laws. Equality per se should be exercised in all forms, in the distribution, the decision-making process, and 

participation between the Government and people.256 

South African water law has significantly achieved these principles by focusing more on access to natural 

resource disbibution equitably257 so that those without these basic services could get access and have a 

sustainable life. This is a good turning poirt, but we need to take a step further by treatng all water resources 

as national assets so that it would become possible for the national Government to deal with the question of 

service delivery as its constitutional mandate. To steer the question of water and sanitation, Government 

institutions and local organizations, including the courts of law, shoud strive towards a common goal in 

ensuring that each individual in society is afforded an opportunity with equal respect and dignity.258 Alliance and 

networking of all relevant stakeholders promote sustainability of instib..ttions and prevent conflicts.259 This 

means that, if institutions are sustainable, conflicts bel:\.veen various institutions will be prevented. It will also 

255 R Hofricher' Introduction 1n R Hofricher (ed) Toxic Struggles The Theory and Practice of Envronmental Justice ( 1993) 4 
256Jan Glazewski (fn 254) p-4 

257 J Glazewski (fn 371) says that finally it may be noted that while notion of environmental 1uslice in America and South Africa 1s 
primarily con:;erned with equitably distribution of the burdens of pollution activities, 1n South Africa there 1s an additional and distinct 
emphasis on access to basic resources such as land and water as well as community parlic1palion in decision making; page 6 
258 Sec 9 (1) Everyone is equal before the law and has the right lo equal protection and benefit of the law, read with section 10 -
Everyone has inherent dignity and the right to have their dignity respected and protected 
259 Our Future, our Choice (fn 108) 
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influence the sustcinability of and impact on natural resources because these bodies will liaise 'Nith each other 

so that damage to the environmert could be prevented or minimized, and water and sanitation services be 

regulated and problems addressed. 

Technology and the courts of law become of particular importance il this regard. Courts enforce natural 

resource law in terms of which it can order that environmental impact assessments be conducted in water 

development projects. Technology is the appropriate tool to carry such investigation. A technical report on 

Water Situation Assessmert Model (WSAM) in 2001260 reviewed information needed for groundwater allocction 

and rtl"al communiies. The databases used identified the siuations where groundwater was used as a sole or 

shared wcter source.261 A basic water supply of 30 litres per day was taken and multiplied by the population 

figure that the resource served.262 l-lowever, use of technology needs financial support For this reason the 

national Government has to support other institutions financially to provide the necessary technology. Where 

possible, room should be made for private compaAes to involve themselves in water service delivery and to 

carry out the necessary work that 'Nill ensure that water resources are exploited optimally and sustainably.263 

The answer to the question of who is responsible for the realizction of the rights of access to water and 

sanitation services, protection of the courtry's scarce resources as well as ecosystem protection can be 

answered with reference to the constitutional application in terms of section 8.264 l-lowever, the initiatives must 

first be taken by the State to provide these services. It then leaves an obligation upon citizens to look after the 

resource >Mien they utilize it Qtizens are obliged to take care of the resource by ensuring that they minimize 

damaging activities such as polution and waste of water. 

As mandated by the Constitution, all spheres of government are responsible for the realization of the rights 

entrenched therein Local organizctions should play a very prominent role in ensuring that they engage wih 

local municipaities to provide water and sanitation. Various projects are in place aimng at promoting the use of 

groundwater as an option that could save the country's water resources. The Government has shown 

commitment in redressing the past racial ciscrimination in the access to the courtry's resources by making 

wcter a nctional resource under constitutional mandate and putting emphasis on service delivery. l-lowever, 

260 Paul Seward and Jane Baron, An investigation into the Groundwater Use in South Africa, April 2001 
261 Paul Seward and Jane Baron (fn260) para 3.2 
262 Paul Seward and Jane Baron (li1260) para 32 
263 Draft While Paper (discussed above), inslilulions involved in water servce delivery, para 224 
264 Sec 8 (1) The BiB of Rights appaes to all law, and binds the legislature, the executive, the 1udic1ary and all organ of state; (2) A 
provision of the Bill of R.ighls binds a natural or a 1urislic person 1f, and to the extent that, ii is appticable, taking into account nature of 
the right and the duty imposed by the right 
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problems exist in the management of water resources, such as control over human activities that cause the 

resources to deplete, especially agricultural use of chenicals that contaninate groundwater. 

Education and awareness are to be brougtt to attention in dealing with the contamination of groundwater. One 

of the advantages of education is that it helps reducing the exploitation of nah.Jral resources because i changes 

the reasoning of individuals. It makes it easy for the authorities to maintain the resources because people will 

be "whistle blowers" and keep the authorities informed on problems concemilg the resources. Once people are 

educated about the importance of water to their lives they will start developing a political will in volunteering 

themselves to look after the resource. It is a fact that most people do not know that the country suffers from a 

scarcity of water. To look after the resources and report the danger is an effective way of saving our water 

resources. This does not need any knowledge or expertise, only the will and attih.Jde which could be cultivated 

through education. La\NS could be formulated and play a very important role, but would still be ineffective if 

nobody is aware of or cares about those laws. 

For environmental protection to be possible, management of resources shoud strive towards achieving social, 

economic and envronmental sustainability in the use of water resources. Social sustainability of the resources 

means that humans should live in an environment that is not harmful to their health or well beilg and that 

utiization of the resource should at all times be in the public interest. The economic value of natural resources 

must be conserved in economic terms. Utilization thereof should maintain the iltrinsic value of natural 

resources. Environment (natural resource) has an economic value (it is capital). Renewable and non-renewable 

resources shoud therefore be utilized i1 such a way that it can renew itself and sustain over a long period of 

time. Activities on land should not be of such a nature that the natural environment could not regenerate itself. 

The question can be asked though, how this is achieved and actually put it nto reality. The answer could lie in 

education (referred to above) and Environmental Impact Assessment (EIA) for intended land developments. 

EIA plays a very important role in the optimal Ltilization of natural resources because this is the initial stage in 

any kind of activity that will impact on the resource and provides for the setting of priorities in the decision

making process for the resource management. It is therefore imperative that each developmental project first 

conducts impact assessment to foresee any possible negative impact. Where the assessment is conducted it 

will be possible to mitigate any negative impact to the resource and find alematives that will ensure that the 

resource is utilized optimally so that it retains its intrinsic value and remains fit for is intended use. The term 
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EIA has both spatial and temporal components and can be described as the change in m environmental 

pa-ameter, over a specified period and within a defined a-ea, resulting from a pCl"tirular activity not being 

initiated.265 EIA has found ~sway into the South African water law and policies. EIA is practiced through the 

assessmert of impact of the user on other users of the resm.rce. The impact of one user upon another is called 

accumulative impact because the effects are felt by the other user. The users herein refer to humans and the 

environment. Impact assessment helps i1 resol.l"ce management by managing demand (managing the 

resource). EIA finds its way into policy regulaions of South African water la'v'VS YJith the introduction of the 

re~lation on environmental conservation.266 EIA has to be a study plm in which decisions are based on the 

study so conducted. The plan should contain description of the environmental issues identified, which require 

investigation and assessment.267 Feasible alternatives must be portrayed in the plan.268 Information required 

determines potential impacts of the proposed activity. Methods to identify these impacts and the description of 

the proposed method of assessing the significance of these impacts should also be portrayed in the plan of 

assessmert.269 The authority responsible270 is to assess the assessment plans and may make findings as to 

whether the plans may need any amendmerts before accepting them. 

In terms of section 2 of the Environmental Conservation Act as amended (ECA)271 the Minister has a duty to 

ensure Iha natural resources a-e protected and this duty has to be performed as soon as the assessment is 

completed Duties include: 

(d) The establishment and maintenance and improvement of acceptable human living environments, whch contribute to 

a generally acceptable quality of life for the inhabitant's accordance with the environmental values, and environmental 

needs communities of the Republic of South Africa 

(e) The promotion of the effective management of cultural resources in order to ensure the protection and responsible 

use thereof 

(D The promotion of environmental education in order to establish an environmentally literate community with a 

sustainable way of life 

(g) The execution and co-ordination of integrated environmental monitoring programmes 

265 Peter Wa\hern, Environmental Impact Assessment (Theory and Practice) Academic Div1s1on of Unwin Hyman Lid (New York) 1994 
at page 7 
266 Government Notice No. R 1182 of 5 September 1997 
267 Sec 7 (1) (a) 
268 Sec 7 (1) (b) 
269 Sec 7 (1) (c) (d) (e) 
270 Sec 2, Responsible Authority is the Minister of Environmental Affairs and Tourism as responsible authority in the conservation of 
natural resou:ces. This does not exclude the Minister of \he Department of Water Affairs and Tourism where the proposed activity will 
use water 
271 Environmental Conserva\1on Act Amendment Act 52of1994, as amended. 
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NEMA in section (4) (i) provides that all impact on the environment must be assessed and evaluated and 

decisions must be appropriate in the ligit of such consideration and assessment.272 This means that in cases 

where land usage has an impact on the resource, i.e. farming which has a direct impact on groundwater, 

assessmert is important to mitigate and provide alternatives to reduce the impact. The pressure put on our 

resources cause the resources to degrade their value and this hampers water and sanitation services. People 

have a right to clean water and where the value of water has been degraded, it will curtail this right. Balancing 

the demand can prevent resource degradation. To achieve the balance access to the resource should be 

managed ntegrated and sustainably so that distribution could be equal and fair. 

3.3. Constitutional Dimension 

3.3.1. Bill of Rights perspective 

The history of allocation of South Africa's water resources reflects the consequences of the Apartheid 

ideology.273 The Constitution is imperative in the access to natural resources because it aims to redress the 

divisions of the past and strive to improve the quality of life of all citizens.274 The irtroci.Jction of the Constihtion 

marked a milestone in the way in W"lich water resources are to be allocated at present and in the near fi.ture. 

The Constitution entrenches the principle of equality, in which all citizens must have equal opportunity to get 

access to water and sanitation services. It does so by providing that275: Everyone has the right to have access 

to-

(b) Sufficient food and water, and 

(2) The State must take reasonable legislative measures and other measures, within its available resources, lo achieve the 

progressive realization of each of these rights 

Most significantly in the Constitution is the fact that it also reflects on environmental rights by providing that: 

everyone has the right to have the environmert protected, for the benefit of present and Mure generations, 

through reasonable le9slative and other measures that prevent pollution and ecological degradation, promote 

conservation and secure sustainable development and use of natural resources while promoting justifiable 

272 Sec 4 (1) 

273 Glazewski (fil 36) p- 512 
274 Glazewski (rn 36) p- 512 
27s Sec 27 
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economic and social development.276 The two rights will be referred to throughout this discussion as they are 

linked together because water is life and sanitation is dignity.277 Thinking of the environment resembles 

peace.278 These rights are classical rights and are referred to as third generation or socio-economic rights and 

they give rise to various issues279 related to their enforcemert and nature.280 kly right in the Constitution may 

only be deprived in terms of the law of general application,281 which means that water rights could be regarded 

as incorporated into the limitation clause. There can be no limitation or denial of or exclusion from the right of 

access to water and sanitation except in terms of the law of general application. The Constitution is relevant to 

the administration of water affairs.282 In this regard water is not mentioned either in Schedule 4 or 5 of the 

Constitution, so that it remains an exclusive national matter.283 Hence there are no provincial water affairs 

departments, only regional offices of the national department of water affairs.284 

The national Government has taken legislative measures in the realization of these rights. In 1997 the WSA 

and in 1998 the NWA were passed (discussed below). However the question is how these pieces of legislation 

are enforced in order to ensure that they serve their intended purpose. The Draft White Paper on Water 

Services of 2002 provides how water legislation is enforced.285 The national Government and provincial 

governments are obliged to supporl and strengthen the capacity of municipalities and to see to the effective 

performance by municipalities of their ft.nctions, by regulating the exercise of authority given to 

municipalities.286 They must see to it that municipalities perform the functions as assigned to them by the 

Constitution in terms of section 152.287 In exercising these powers, principles of co-operative government and 

intergovernmental relations as set out and contained in section 41 of the Constitution must be of guidance.288 

These principles require al spheres of government to co-operate within one another in mutual trust and good 

faith by assisting and supporting one another, avoiding legal action against each other and making every 

276 Se:; 24 
277 Draft While Paper on Waler Services 2003 
278 Industrial Environmental Forum of Southern Africa Earth Summit 92, 2COO 1n its forward page 
279 Glazewski (fn 36) page 513 
280 See Chapter one, the Abstract of this paper 
281 Se:; 36 (1) The right 1n the Bill of Rights may only be limited in terms of the law of general application to the extent that the 
limitation 1s reasonable and 1usl1fiable 1n an open and democratic society based on human dignity, equality and freedom, laking into 
account all relevant factors; (a) the nature of the right; (b) the importance of the purpose of the limitation; (c) the nature and extent of 
the limitation; (d) the relation between the limilal1on and its purpose, and (e) less restrictive means to achieve the purpose. 
282 Glazewski (rn 36) page 513 
283 Glazewski (fn 36) page 513 
284 Glazewski (fn 36) page 513 
285 Draft White Paper page 7 4 
286 Draft White Paper page 7 4 
287 Se:; 152 (1) (a) - (2) 
288 Draft White Paper page 7 4 read with sec 41 of the Constitution 
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reasonable effort to settle disputes and exhaust all other remedies before approaching a court to resolve a 

dispute.289 The national Government must support municipalities in addressing situations that lead to non

performance. This includes mechanisms that will allow it to act more decisively in respect of municipalities.290 

Where wcter services are provided by other Water Service Providers (WSP) such as Water Boards (WB) as 

provided and defined by the WSA291 in terms of a cortract between Water Service Authority (WSA),292 the 

National Govemmen~ (DWAF) has to regulate delivery of services ensuring that water is delivered in quality fit 

for human consumption and that such use will also take into account the ecological needs. It is the function of 

DWAF to see to it that water resources are not exploited but rather used beneficially and equally distributed to 

all people. 

The enforcement of the constitutional rights is not limited to these regulatory principles. fts said above, the right 

to water gives rise to judicial processes.293 Failure to implement or provide the basic rights to the people result 

in people taking legal action against the Government to enforce the realization of the right The first 

Constitutional Court decision that actually illustrated how the rights in the Constitution are enforced is the 

Grootboom294 decision. In Grootboom the Constitutional Court stated that, in order for Government policy to 

pass the constitutional muster cictal:ed by the inclusion of socio-economic rights, those whose needs are most 

urgent couldn't be ignored.295 

The interconnectedness of the rights and the Constitution as a whole had to be taken into account when 

interpreting the socio-economic rights and, in particular, in determining 'Nhether the State had met its 

obligation.296 In dealing with the constitutional rights, the real question is whether the measures taken by the 

State to realise the right afforded were reasonable.297 Whether the measures are reasonable depends on 

whether it would be necessary to consider the problem in hand in its social, economic and historical context and 

to consider the capacity of the institutions responsible for implementing a program.298 A reasonable 

289 Draft White Paper page 7 4 
290 Draft While Paper page 7 4 
291 Water Service provider means any person who provides water services to consumers or to another water service institution, but 
does not include a water service intermediary 
292 Water Service Authorit}' means a mmicipality, including a district or rural council as defined in the Local Government Transition 
Act, 1993 (Act No 209of1003), responsible for ensuring access to water services 
293 See analysis at paragraph 17 
294 Government of the Republic of South Africa and Others v Groot boom and others '2001) (1) SA 46 
295 J De Visser & others (fn ffi) p- 30 
296 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 49 (para D) 
297 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 49 (para E) 
298 Grootboom (fn 294) p-50 (para B) 
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programme had to be balanced and flexible and make appropriate provision for attention to the problem and to 

short, medium and long term needs.299 It must be noted that reasonableness has to be understood in the 

context of the Bill of Rights as a whole, especially the constitutional requirement that everyone be treated with 

care and concern and the fundamental constih.tional value of roman dignity.300 In order to strike the balance 

between the needs and resources, measures taken must be calculated to attain the goal exped~iously and 

effectively.301 The reason for tha is that these rights had to be realised against the people who are in desperate 

need302 to have access to the basic human rights, including water and sanitation. The absence of catering for 

those in desperate need may have been acceptable if programmes applied nationwide resulted in affordable 

cost for most people.303 In other words, where pricing programmes are introduced in water, such programmes 

must be affordable, taking into account the socio-economic circumstances of rural people. In ensuring that 

waer services are delivered and people do get access to them equally, the national Government has a 

responsibility to ensure that it complies with the obligation imposed upon it by the Constitution.304 

The Constitution therefore gives the rural communities a guarantee that they do have the right of access to 

basic water and sanitation. This is borne by the fact that it obliges the State to act positively to ameliorae these 

conditions and to devise and implement a coherent, coordinated program designed to provide access to the 

rights305. 

The implementation and enforcement of the rights has also been subject to administrative enforcement 

mechanisms. Compliance of the State with the rights is measured against the Constitution.306 The question was 

put whether the Government was constitutionally obliged to provide Nevirapine, an e11tiretroviral drug that 

prevents transmission of disease from mother to child. Secondly, whether it had a legal duty to provide the 

drug. Thirc:ly, whether the programme adopted was a comprehensive, effective programme that reduced the 

transmission of HIV from mother to the child. And whether there were legally valid reasons why Nevirapine 

would not be provided to those mothers affected and whether the respondents were entitled to their action. The 

Constitutional Court started its judgment by stressing that socio-economic rights were justifiable and that that 

299 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 50 (para CJ 
300 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 50 (para C) 
301 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 50 (para F) 
302 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 50 (para G) 
303 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 50 (para H) 
304 Grootboom (fn 294) p- 51 (para 8) 
305 Grootboom (fn 297) p- 51 (para 8) 
306 The Government of the Republ.ic of South Nrica v Treatment Adion Campaign 2C02 (10) BCLR 1033(CC) 
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was not the issue, but these rights were.307 The basic question is whether measures taken by the State in its 

policy are reasonable and allow access to the rights entrenched in the Constih.tion. The Court's interpretation 

of the Bill of Rights has always been the historical and social context. The Court started by outlining the position 

of the courts in enforcing the Bill of Rights. The courts are given the power to enforce the provisions of the 

Constitution and must declare any conduct or act invalid to the extent of its inconsistency with the 

Constitution.308 In this case the Court said that it had to consider the claims for enforcement of the socio

economic rights on two occasions.309 On both occasions it was recognized that the State was under the 

constitutional dJty to comply with the positive obligations imposed by the sections in questions.310 It was 

stressed however that the obligations were subject to quafifications. 311 However the difficulty confrorting the 

State n the enforcement of these rights is the country's earlier tlstory in addressing issues concerned with the 

basic needs of people.312Tl'l.Js in Grootboofri313, Yacoob J said 

"This case shows the desperalim of thousands of people l1111ng in deplorable cmdilims through out the country The Constitution 

obliges the State to act positively lo ameliorate these conditions The obligation is to provide housing, health care, sufficient food and 

waler, and social security lo those unable to support themselves and their dependants The State must also foster conditions enat:fo 

citizens lo gain access to land on an equitable basis Those 1n need have a corresponding right to demand that this be done· 

It is understood that ttls is a difficult task for the Government. The court held that it was conscious that it was 

extremely difficult for the State to meet those obligations in the conditions that prevail in our country. This is 

recogrized by the Constitution, wtlch expressly provides that the State is not obliged to go beyond available 

resources or to realise these rights immediately. This is an obligation that courts can and, in appropriate 

circumstances, must enforce. 

Thou{jl the court acknowledges ttls difficulty it does not merely suggest that nothing could be done as the 

country obliged itself to enforce the rights and had to fulfil that obligation.314 For the state party to be able to 

attribute its failure to meet at least its minimum core obligation due to a lack of available resources, it must 

demonstrate that every effort has been made to use all resources that are at its disposal in an effort to satisfy, 

as a matter of priority, those mirimum obligS:ions. 315 In the South African Constitution the minimum core 

307 The Government of the Republic of South Africa v Treatment Action Campaign at para 25 
308 Sec 172 (1) (a) 
309 The Government of the Republic of South Africa v Treatment Action Campaign at para 25 
310 The Government of the Republic of South Africa v Treatment Action Campaign at para 25 
311 Sec 27 (2) 
312 The Government of the Republic of South Africa v Treatment Action Campaign at para 25s 
313 Grootboom supra 
314 Unted Nations Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights. Article 2 (1) obligates the slate party to be able to take 
necessary steps "to the maximum of its available resources· 
315 Footnote supra 
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obligation is supported by the language used in the Constitution and attention is drawn to different sections.316 

Minimum core obligation does not imply rearrangilg the budget of the Government. What i provides is that the 

measures taken by the State must be evaluated against the needs of the citizens and the courts are 

empowered to see to it that the minirrum obligation is met. The obligation also helps to strike the balance 

between judicial, legislative and executive functions to promote, respect and fulfil the constitutional mandate. 

These are different rights; however their ncture in the implementation must be seen together in that each of 

them imposes at least an obligation upon the State, tested against the availability of resources. Government 

policies rrust be reasonable enough to deal with the problem in hand. In the case of water Clld sanitation 

services the DWAF has introduced a programme, the Strategic Framework for Water Services, September 

2003 (discussed above). This policy is meant to deal 'Nith the prog-essive realization of water and sanitation 

services in the country as a whole. The basic questions that are to be asked in testing whether the Government 

is fulfiling its constitutional mandate are whether the provision of water and sanitation services is reasonable in 

the circumstances, and whether it is a comprehensive policy for the prevention of water and sanitation-related 

problems such as HIV/Aids and cholera. These health-related diseases a-e the result of a lack of cleCll water 

and proper sanitation services. In re Certification Judgmenf 317 the Court held that although section 26 (1) cid 

not expressly say so, there was at the very least a negative obligation placed upon the State and all other 

entities and persons to refrain from preventing or impairing the right of access to adeC¥Jate housing. The right to 

water and sanitation as defined by the strategic framework318 at least imposes a negative obligation upon the 

State and all other entities to refrain from preventing or impairing the functioning of the right. 

However, though the right to water and sanitation places a duty upon the State to progressively realise this 

right, this is not an automatic and immediately enforceable righl319 The beneficiary is also under an obligation 

to use his or her o'trVll resol.l"ces to fulfil this right 320 What this meC11s is that beneficiary of the right must use the 

right in an effective, sustainable and equitable manner so that its utilization does not at the same time 

316 Se:::tion 9 (2), 24 (b) 25 (5) and 25 (8), Equality includes the full enjoyment of all rights and freedoms To promote the achievement 
of equality, legislative and other measures designed lo protect or advance persons, or categories of persons, disadvantaged by unfair 
dis:;riminat1on may be taken. To have environment protected, for the benefit of present and future generations, through reasonable 
leg1slat1ve and other measures The State must lake reasonable legislative and other measures, within its available resources, lo 
foster condit10ns, which enable citizens to gain a:;cess to land on an equitable basis No proVlsion of this section may impede the 
State from taking legislative and other measures lo achieve land, water and related reform, in order lo redress the results of the past 
racial discrimination. 
317 In re Certification of the Constitution of the Repubfo of South Africa, 1996 (10) BCLR (12.5.3) (CC) 
318 Strategic Framework defines water supply services and /or sanitation services or any part thereof In this Strategic Framework the 
term 1s generally used in its inclusive sense 
319 De Visser (fn 66) p- 32 
320 De Visser (fn 66) p- 32 
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compromise other beneficiaries (environment) dependent on the resource. The ecological system is protected 

by the Constitution. It would not be appropriate to condone the actions of humans to use water resol.l"ces to an 

extent that it compromises the natural environment. The State has to create opportunity for the beneficiary to 

realise the rigtt,321 and has the overall responsibility to see that water is also protected,322 as it has the duty 

and responsibility to ensure that the environmert is protected. 

321 De Visser (fn66) p- 32 
322 Se::; 24 of the Constitution protects the environment against human activities 
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3.4. Legislative perspective 

3.4.1. Water Services Act 108 of 1997 

The WSA was a result of the constitutional mandate of the State to progessively realise the constitutional rights 

of access to water and scnitation. This Act refers to these rights as basic water supply and sanitation by 

defining basic water supply and basic sanitation in its definition section,323 

"Basic water supply" means the prescribed standard of water supply services necessary for the reliable supply of a sufficient 

quantity and quality of water to households, including informal households, to support life and personal hygiene. 

Basic sanitation is the prescribed minimum standard of services necessary for the safe, hygiene and adequate collection, removal, 

disposal or purification of human excreta, domestic wastewater and sewage fi"om households, including informal households. 

Consumer is defined as any end user who receives water services from a water services 1nst1tution, including an end user in an 

informal settlement 

The underlying rationale of the provisions of this Act is that in the old South Africa there was no naional 

legislation dealing w~h water supply and sanitation water services.324 Lack of national legislation to regulate 

the use and access to water and san~aion placed an unreasonable burden on people.325 The Act recognizes 

the right of access to basic water supply and basic sanitation and the duty to ensure sufficient water and an 

environment not harmful to health or well-being, while at the same time it acknowledges that it is the 

responsibility of all spheres of government in ensuring that these services are provided efficiently and equitably 

and used in a sustainable manner.326 In its formulation and area of application the Act is aimed at providing 

access to water and sanitation through water and sanitation supply services. Its focus is on the installation of 

the infrastruch.re such as dams and canals for water and sanitation services. Though the Act focuses on water 

infrastructure installation, water in these dams and canals has to be managed in accordance with the principles 

of water resmrce management.327 Because the Act was promulgated after the 1994 White Paper on Water 

Supply and Sanitation, which laid down policy principles that assumed a context of universal human rights and 

the eC1-Jality of all persons regardless of race, gender, creed or culture,328 it considered that the ecological 

323 WSA Chapter 1 
324 Glazewski (fn 36) p- 537 
325 Glazewski (fn 36) p- 533 
326 WSA preamble 
327 WSA preamble 
328 White Paper on Waler Supply and Sanitation of 1994, Principle 8, ii 1s necessary to ensure that the environment is considered and 
protected in all development activities, read with Principle 7, water and sanitation development are not possible in isolation from 
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system be given protection in the use of water, and water utilization be managed in an integrated manner.329 

This piece of legislation provides a 'framework and guidance to local municipal~ies to supply water and 

sanfation services in their respective areas.330 Local atihorlies are established as in WSA331 and are given 

responsibil~ies and duties in terms of the Act.332 Their responsibilities and duties are qualified i1 terms of the 

availabilfy of resources, the need to an equitable allocation to all consumers and potertial consumers, and the 

need to regulate access to water services in an ecp.Jitable way.333 What is remarkable about this Act is that it 

places a duty upon consumers to pay reasonable charges, which must be in accordance with any prescribed 

norms and standards for ta-iffs for water services.334 There is a duty of care placed upon consumers -- when 

utiizing water resources they must conserve water.335 

It is important to note that while the Act was specifically promulgated for purposes of water ser.1ces delivery, it 

takes into accourt the fact that the country's water resources are scarce. This is why it provides for 

conservation, sustainability and efficient use of wcter resmrces. The question can be asked as to how the 

resources are protected and v.iho must ensure that water resources are protected. The Act provides for 

institutions that will ensure service delivery and at the same time ensure the protection of the resources. 

development in other sectors. Co-ordination is necessary with all tiers of Government and other involved parties and maximum direct 
and indirect benefit must be derived from development 1n, for instance eiilcalion and training, JOb creation and the promolion of local 
democracy 
329 Soc 2 (a) 
330 Glazewski (fn 36) p- 5::£ 
331 See definition of waler services authority 
332 Soc 11 (1), every waler service authority has a duly to all consumers or polenl1al consumers in its area of Jurisdiction lo 
progressively ensure efficient, affordable, oconomical and sustainable access lo waler services 
333 Soc 11 (2) (a) - (c) 
334 Soc 11 (2) (d) 
335 Soc 11 (2) (e) 
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3.4.2. lnstil:utions under the WSA 

Institutions under the Act 8'"e defined as any municipality, including a district council336 or transitional rural 

council337 as defined in the Local Government Transition Act338 that is responsible for ensuring access to water 

services. Water service authoriies are obliged to prepare draft Water Services Development Plans {WSDP).339 

These WSDP give an indication of the physical attributes of the area, the size and distribution of the population, 

time and framework for plan including implemertation programme, the existing water use by industries, effluent 

disposed, number of persons without basic water supply and sanitation and the future provisions of water 

services.340 WSA can enter into a contract with other Water Service Institutions {WSI) such as water bo8'"ds for 

water service delivery in terms of which specific obligations are agreed to for water service delivery.341 

The provisions of the Act are more health-focused. However it is interpreted to include environmental protection 

because it places a responsibility upon local government to ensure that water and sanitation services are 

sufficient and not harmful to the environment Moreover, local authorities must ensure that it discourages 

inappropriate waste disposal. Local authorities must ensure that they internalize the external costs of the 

environment. In other words water and sanitation services must contribute positively to the environment. 34'2 

NEMA has a very important role in the protection of natural resources as national legislation. 

336 District Coun:;il a service council, sub-regional council, regional council or distr1Ct coun:;il 
337 Transitional rural council means a transitional council for a rural area of local Government 
»8 Act 209 of 1993 
339 Sec 12- Every waler service authority must, within one year after com mencemen\ of this Act- (a) as part of the process of 
prepari11J any integrated development plan in terms of Local Government T ransit1on A.ct 209 of 1993 (b) separately, 1f no process 
contemplated in paragraph (a) has been initialed, prepare - (i) a draft waler service development plan for its area of Jtrnsd!Cl1on, and 
(ii) a summary of that plan (2) the Minister may extend one- year period of a water services authority in cmsultat1on with the Minster 
for Provincial and Constitutional Development and the relevant Province. 
340 Sec 13 (a) - (g) 
341 Glazewski (fil 36) p- 539 
342 Section 4 (1) the social, economic and environment ti impacts of activ1t1es, including disadvantages and benefits, must be 
considered, assessed and evaluated, and decisions must be appropriate in the light of such consideration and assessment 
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3.5. National Water Act 36 of 1998 

The NWA is national water legislation which is underpimed by the Constitution. Fundamental principles of the 

Constitution 343 give effect to the purpose of the NW A. Though the Constib..ition places the obligation upon the 

State to progressively realise the rigtts in it, the utimate responsibility is on the Mnister to ensure that water is 

allocated equitably and used beneficially in the public interest while promoting environmental values.344 By 

virtue of the Constitution and the legislative mandate, the Mnister has the power to regulate the use, flow and 

control of all water in the Republic245 in an integrated manner. The ultimate responsibility of the Minister does 

not however exclude other organs of state from responsibility concerning water resources. All organs of state346 

as defined by the Constitution are obliged to fulfil the constitutional obligations. In the water and environmental 

context the NWA is the legislation that enables the Minister to fulfil and implement the constitutional obligations. 

This means that water use has to be in accordance with the national laws and the Government has a primary 

responsibility of pl.blic trustee to water resources.347 Despite the controversy around the principle of equality -

that authorities when charging for water use infringe upon this principle -- it is still the basic principle in our 

water law. Courts have in many occasions interpreted the principle to mean that the State camot differentiate in 

water service delivery to those previously disadvantaged but may differentiate when charging for water use.348 

Secondly this differentiation is justified on the basis of the nature and legal status of water resources. Thirdly, 

our water resources are vulnerable in relation to their utilization. Lastly water is a national resource; the State 

might provide its own measures from acts and legislation. The ultimate reason being that our water resources 

are at a stage where caution has to be applied in their utilization. Groundwater for example is currently facing a 

343 Sec 2, the purpose of this Act is to ensure that the nation's water resources are protected, used, developed, conserved, managed 
and controlled in ways \ha\ lake into account amongst others f~lors- (a) meeting \he oosic human needs of pres en\ and future 
generations; (b) promoting equitable a:;cess to water; (c) redressing the results of the past racial discrimination; (d) promoting the 
ef1icien\, sustainable and beneficial use of waler in \he public interest; (e) facilitating social and economic develop men\; (f) providing 
for growing demand for waler use; (g) prota;ting aquatic and associated systems and their biological diversity; (h) reducing and 
preventing pollution and degradation of waler resources; (i) meeting international obligations, m promoting dam safely; (k) managing 
fioods and droughts, and for achieving this purpose, lo establish suitable and lo ensure that they have appropriate community, racial 
and gender rep re se nlali on 
344 Sloops (fn 44) p- 250 
245 Sloops (fn 44) p- 250 
346 Constitution of the Republic of SA, sec 2:Il 
347 Sec 3 (1) As a public trustee of the nation's resources the National Government, acting through the Minister, must ensure that 
waler is prole:;led, used, developed, conserved and controlled in a sustainable manner, for the benefit of a~ persons and in 
accordance with its conslilul1onal mandate (2) without limiting subsection (1) the Minister is ultimately responsible to ensure that waler 
is allocated equitably and used beneficially in the public interest, while promoting environmental values. (3) The National Government, 
acting through the Minister, has the power lo regulate the use, fiow and control of all waler in the Republic 
J4S City Council of Pretoria v Walker 1998 (3) BCLR 257 (CC) 
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problem of over-abstraction and for that reason the State may differentiate charges and restrict its use amongst 

water users. Sustainable utilization of water resources has to guide water management and utilization. 

Differentiation does not mean that the State can deny people the basic right to water and sanitation,349 not even 

those complaining about differentiation. The State wil regulate the utilization thereof. This ilustrates that, 

although the state can differentiate in the utilization of wcter resources, it cannot deny access to the basic 

minimum (25 litres per person) as envisaged in the WSA. 

However, it is essential that, together with the realisation of the water right, mechanisms should be put in place 

to monitor water utilizction - to prevent people over-utiizing or exploiting the resol.l"ce. This is why the NWA 

inlroduces mechanisms that will ensure that wcter is used optimally. Amongst the mechanisms introduced by 

the Act is the National Water Resource Strctegy (NWRS) 

3.5.1. National Water Resource Strategy (NWRS) 

One of the tools used to ensll"e that national water resol.l"ces are protected, used, developed, conserved, 

managed and cortrolled in a sustainable and equitable manner for the benefit of all people, including the 

environment, is the NWRS. 35J NWRS is progressively developed after public consultation and must be 

reviewed after 5 years. To date, the Minister has identified 19 water management areas, covering the whole 

country. 351 The Act however does not give a definition of the NWRS, blf its definition can be ascertained from 

its objectives352, \Nhich include: 

349 Manqefe v Durban Transitional Metropolitan Council[2'.l02] 2 All SA ':SJ/ 2002 (6) SA 423 (D) 
35° A Proposed National Waler Resource Strategy for South Africa (this document 1s available al DWAF regional offices or at 
www.dwafgov za 
351 The Water Resources Management Framewo!K, Part 1 al03 
352 Contents of National Water Resource Strategy The national waler resource strategy must, sub1ect to section 5(4) (a) - (a) set out 
the strategies, objectives, plans !}Jidelines and procedures of the Minister and insblutional arrangements relating lo the protection, 
use development, conservation, management and control of water resources w1th1n the framework of existing relevant Government 
policy in order to a; hi eve - (i) the purpose of this, Act; and 
(ii) Any compulsory national standards pres::;ribed, under section 9 (1) of the Water Services Act 108 of 1997 
(b) Provide for al least - (i) the requirements of the Reserve and identify, where appropriate, waler resources from which particular 
requirements must be met; (ii) international rights and obligations; (i11) actions lo be taken lo meet pro1ected future water needs, and 
(1v) waler use of strategc importance; (c) establish water management areas and boundaries; (d) contain estimates of present and 
future water management; (e) state the total quantity of waler available within each water management area; (D slate waler 
management area surpluses or deficits; (g) provide for inter catchment waler transfers between surplus waler management areas and 
defte1l water management areas; (h) set out principles relating to water conservation and water demand management; (I) promote the 
management of catchments within a water management area 1n a holistic and integrated manner (2) in determining a water 
management area I terms of subsection (1) (c), the Minister must lake into account (a) watercourse catchment boundaries; (b) social 
and economi:; development patterns (c) efficiency considerations; and (d) communa interests within the area in question 
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• The estabfishment of instrrU:ions to undertake water resource management.353 

• Determine the inter-relationship between instrrU:ions involved in water resource management 354 

In order to give effect to the provisions of this Act the DWAF is given a responsibility to administer all aspects 

of the NWA delegated to it by the Minister or Director General (DG)355 in order to give effect to the principle of 

sustainable use and equitably distribution of the resource. As the various water resource management 

institutions are established and the responsibility and authority for water resource management is delegaed or 

assigned to them, the department's role will change.356 It will focus on national policy, regulatory framework for 

waer resource management and ensuring that other instrrU:ions are effectively fulfilling their roles and 

responsibilities. 357 The legal status of the NWRS is binding on all authorities and institutions exercising powers 

or performing duties under the Act. It is also aimed at explaining the implementation of the NWA.358 The 

reserve, quantity, present and future water requirements in South Africa, actions to be taken to meet the future 

waer needs, principles relating to water conservation and water demand, objectives to be achieved in respect 

of water quality through classification system and the promotion of integrated and hotistic water management at 

cachment level are all explained in the NWRS. In the nral context, the department has to co-operate with other 

departments to ensure that the management of water resources can contribute to the Integrated Rural 

Development Progamme, with particular emphasis on interventions to eradicate poverty.359 

Integrated Rural Development Programme (IRDP) includes intervention in:360 

• Modifying waler resources management programmes and priorities, if necessary, lo account for the priority areas identified for 

the Programme 

• Ensunng that rural development features strongly in catchment management strategies 

• Identifying rural waler needs and opporlun1!1es, and making specific allowances for rural development and livelihoods 1n re

allocating waler by compulsory lcensing. In particular, idenlifyilg potential rural users, in addition to registered users, in calling for 

license applications during compulsory licensing 

353 Section 6 (J) 
354 Sec 6 (k) 
355 Chapter 2, NWA, Part 1 requires the progressive development, by the Minister, after consultation with society al large, of a national 
waler resource strategy. The national waler resource strategy provides a framework for \he protection, use, development, 
conservation, management and control of waler resources for the country as a whole II also provides for the framework within which 
waler will be managed al regional or catchment level, in defined water management areas. The national waler resource strategy, 
which must re formally reviewed from time lo lime, is binding m all authm!Jes and institutions exercising powers or performing duties 
under this Ac\ See also section 75 part 4 powers of \he Director General and Chapter 7 establishment of the CMA by \he Minister 
356 Waler Management Institutions OveNiew, September 2003 
357 Waler Management lnst1tulions OveNiew, September 2003 
35S A Proposed National Waler Resource Strategy for South Africa (this document 1s available al DWAF regional offices or at 
www. dwaf gov .za 
353 DWAF- Proposed NWRS, Summary August 3J02 
360 DWAF Proposed NWRS 
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• Ensuring community representation on the management bodies of waler management 1nslilulions. 

3.5.2. Catchment Management Agencies (CMA) and Catchment Management Strategies (CMS) 

Catchment Management Agencies present a second tier of the water resol.l"ce management framework. CMA 

is a statutory body created in terms of the NWA361. It is established through public consultction and the 

participation of interested persons tlYough steering committees where they make submissions tlYough 

proposals, written or oral. Until the CMA is finally established, the interim Governing Board continues to assist 

with the various activities. 362 Follo'Ning proposals they are evaluated and after such evaluation they <l"e 

submitted to the Minister for approval, after which they are published in the Government Gazette. A CMA is 

established in each of the 19 water management areas.363 CMA must establish a CMS in its management area. 

CMS must contain the provisions for the protection, use, conservation and management of the water 

resource.364 They are responsible for water resoll"ce planning at catchment level and most water resources 

management activities, such as the icensing of water use and discharge where delegated by DWAf.365 

Fll"thermore they monior abstraction, collect abstraction and discharge fees, monitor water quality and oversee 

land use activiies as this affects water management.366 DWAF will fulfil the role of the CMA where those are 

not yet established.367 CMA has inherent powers as a statutory body. This means that a CMA can do all things 

an individual can do, such as open a bank account, and enter into a contract with S!.4Jpliers and borrowing 

money.368 When perfoming their functions (initial fll1ctions}'69 a CMA needs to: 

• Redress the results of past racial and gender discrimination 

• Achieve equitable access to water resol.l"ces 

• Achieve co-operation and consensus in the management of its water resources 

361 CMA is established in terms of Part two of the NWA section 8 Established for the purpose of protection, use, development, 
conservation, control and management of water resources 
362 Sec 77 NWA 
363 Part 2 of the NW,A, requires every catchment management agency to progressively develop a catchment strategy for the water 
resource wilhn its waler maiagemenl area Catchment management strategies must be in harmony with the nabonal waler resource 
strategy. In the process of developing this strategy, a catchment management agency must seek co-operation and agreement on 
water -related matters from the various stakeholders and interested persons 
364 Sec 9 (c) A catchment management strategy must set out strategies, ob1eclives, plans, guidelines and procedures of the 
catchment management agency for the prolecl1on, use, development, conservation, management and control of waler resources with 
in rts water management area 
365 Strategic Framework, September 2003 para 31 
366 Strategic Framework, September 2003 para 3.1 
367 Strategic Framework, September 2003 para 31 
368 Sec 79 (1) - (4) see also DWAF Publication, the Waler Management Institutions Overview 
369 Sec 00 see also DWAF Publication, the Waler Management lnst1tulions Overview 
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• Act prudently in financial mmters 

These functions are sl.bject to review by the Minister because they are performed on behalf of the Mnister. In 

other words the power is delegated370 to them by the Minister and he may lay down conditions or withdraw the 

function if ft appears that CMA acts contrary to the condftions laid down by the Minister.371 

3.5.3. Water User Associations (WUAs) 

The WUA is defined as a statutory body established by the Minister under the t#JA A WUA is a co-operative 

association of individual water users who wish to undertake water-related activities for their mutual benefit and 

is governed by a management committee.372 

Its purpose is to enable people within a communfty to pool their resources (money, human resources and 

expertise) to more effectively carry out water-related activities. Through WUAs members benefit from 

addressing their local needs and priomies.373 WUAs are bodies corporate and have the powers of a natural 

person of full capacity, except those powers, which can only be attached to natural persons or are inconsistent 

with the NWA.374 (This means that WUAs can do all things that a natural person can do, open a bank account, 

enter into contracts, be sued by another person or sue on its own). As with other instftutions the Minister 

establishes them, although the Act does not provide special crcumstances when they must be estcblished. It is 

likely though that the Minister can establish or initiate WUAs in the pubic irterest.375 Proposals for their 

establishment are performed in terms of section 91376 of the Act in which ft must fulfil the requirements under 

the said section. As bodies corporate they have their own constftution,377 in terms of which all necessary 

information in terms of the Act should be provided in their constitution. The Mnister will support the WUA in 

matters such as guidance, defining the area of operation, determining the nature and extent of water resources 

to be controlled and the powers and functions which will need to be delegated to the WUA 378 The Mnister may 

370 Sec 86 
371 The Minster may intervene and disestabl1Sh a CMA or make changes for reasons such as the need to reorganize water 
management insti\u\1ons for more effective water resource management See seclion 87 
372 Water Management Institutions Overview part 3 
373 Chapter 8 of the NWA provides \ha\ WUA are established at a localized level and \heir effective purpose 1s no\ primarily water 
management unlike CM/1s 
374 Sec94(1) (a) (b) 
375 See Water Management Institutions Overview al page 28 
376 Sec 91 (1) - (a) -(h) 
377 SEC 93 
378 Water Management Institutions Overview at page 32 
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also give financial assistance subject to the condttion that there is a need for equity, transparency, redressing 

the results of the past racial and gender discrirrination, and subject to the financial position of the recipiert and 

the need for water resource protection.379 These measures should be in place in order to ensure that WUA are 

kept within the spim of the Constttution as the rigtt to basic water and sanitation is a constitutional right and 

must be exercised accorcing to the principles of the Constitution.380 Lastly and more importantly is their 

responsibility in relation to the resource. They must perform their functions and ensure that they prevent water 

from being wasted, that they remove or rearrange any obstruction unlawfully placed in water resources. Also, to 

prevert any unlawful activity that is likely to reduce the quality of water, they should supervise and regulate the 

flow discharge and clear channels in order to reduce the risk of damage to land in the event of floods. The 

waercourse should be changed back to the previous course where it has been altered through natural 

causes.381 

All water resources are subject to a sngle regulation and introduction of this framework for water resources 

serves to maintain the amount of water available for human and environmental needs.382 In the case of 

groundwater, sustainable groundwater abstraction depends to a large extent on adequate recharge to replace 

the water being removed from the aquifer system.383 Water management is essential when groundwater is 

recharged.384 Quantification of groundwater recharge is required on a catchment basis for assessing the 

sustainable use of groundwater in the context of the NWA.385 The mechanisms to abstract groundwater must 

include the reserve because once the reserve is determined and the existing lawful use is detemined, the 

amourt of groundwater available for other activities can be allocated.386 A resource must be protected from 

pollution. Effects of polution must be prevented and rernedied.387 The owner of land or a person occupying or 

in control of land 'tNho causes pollution to a water resource, must take all reasonable measures to prevent any 

such harm from occurring, continuing or recurring.388 These may include measures to: cease, modify or control 

any act or process causing the pollution, comply wtth any prescribed waste standard or management practice, 

379 Water Management Institutions Overview at page 33 
380 Sec 1 (d) The Republic of South Africa is one sovereign demccra\IC stale founded on \he principles, lo ensure a:;counlabilily, 
responsiveness and openness 
381 See Waler Management lns\i\u\ions Overview al page 33-34 
382 lnlroducl1on to the National Waler Resource Strategy, Minister R Kasril's statement, August 2002 at p 1 
383 DWAF Project (fn 207) para 3.3 
384 DWAF Pro1ect (fn 207) para 42 3a 
385 DWAF Pro1ect (fil 207) para 4 2 3a 
386 DWAF Proiect (fn 207) para 42 3a 
387 Stoops (fn 44) p- 283 
388 NNA, sec 19 (1), read with sec 28 ofNEMA 
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contain or prevent the movement of pollutants, eliminate any source of the pollution, and remedy the 

disturbance to the bed and barks of the watercourse.389 Faihre to perform these obligations may result in the 

catchment management drectng such person who fails to take the required measures to commence taking 

specified measures before a given date, to diligently continue with those measures and to complete them 

before such a given date.390 If the person fails to comply \Alith the directive of the catchment management or 

the WUA takes measures to remedy the situation, the agency may recover al reasonable costs incurred.391 

3.5.4. Administrative Law Perspective 

Administrative law is the powerful tool for the enforcement of Economic, Social and Cultural Rights (ESCR) in 

order to have an effective system of regulation in the water resource management and the right of access to 

basic water and sanitation services. Our water laws have been subjected to judicial administration and this has 

resulted in maladninistration in the enforcement of conditions, procedures and structures in the decision 

making process.392 The implementation of economic, social and poitical rights has been enforced through 

judicial processes. However, not al issues arising from the implementation of these rights \Nill require judicial 

processes or be sbictly legal in character.393 The mechanism to enforce these rigtts as described by the two 

authors through administrative law is the reporting mechanism in which states had to progressively report their 

actions.394 States had to take initiatives in the realization of ESC rights, through \lllhich they are held 

accountable. States have an obligation to teaching, culture and information on the ESC rights. States in ther 

respective territories are obliged to fulfil, respect, and promote the ESC in the pubic interests.395 Information 

required for the protection of natural resources is necessary in this regard because decisions taken may have a 

huge impact on the resource and curtail the right of access to basic services. Professor van Reenen argues 

that scientific, capacity information to organization and institutions is relevant to the solution of environmental 

problems and can usefully be distinguished because such knowledge is directed to the problem identification.396 

389 NWA, sec 19 (2) 
390 NI/VA, sec 19 (3) 
391 Stoops (fn 44) p- 201 
392 TP van Reenen, Environmental Policy- Making Administration (1994) 1 SAJELP al page :fJ -36 
393 Asb1orn Eide, Catarina Krause and Allan Rosas, Economic Social and Cultural Rights, Netherlands 1995 Article by Allan Rosas 
and Marlin Scheinin .Implementation Mechanisms and Remedies at page 355 International monitoring of the Covenant on Econ om IC, 

Scc1al and Cultural Rights (CESCR.) rests completely on reporting procedure established by Article 16 of the Covenant 
394 Artcle 9 (1) Stales had lo report to the United Nations Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights which is the 
international body that oversee the states responsibilities in the international community read with Article 7 of the Covenant which 
provides for the obligation upon slates lo leach, culture and provide information on the ESC rights 
395 T P van Reenen (fn 392) p- 38 
396 T P van Reen en (fn 392) p- 39 
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It is therefore important that power exercised in the public interest by relevant authorities displays this 

knowledge. Capacity knowledge in this regard plays a prominent role in the sense that the authority should be 

aware of the effect of the decision taken by him and understand the position of the la\N. Admnistrative law 

provides for the principle of accourtabiity, fairness, responsiveness, reasons and equality in decision-making 

process. 3gr It is essential that these principles be given attention in all cases. 

3.6. Conclusion 

Comprehensive legislation is in place. It is acknowledged that South African water law is strivilg towards 

a brighter future in which all its citizens are afforded their constitutional rights. This is evident 'from the fact 

that in 2001 there were 44.8 million people living in South Africa, all of whom used domestic water 

services, \Nhile 5 nillion (11 per cent) had no access to safe water supply and a further 6.5 million (15 per 

cent) had no access defined basic services level and about 18. 1 million people (41 per cent) did not 

have adequate sanitation services (2001 census).398 This is a considerable improvement on earlier 

statistics and a great achievement. It is hoped that the statistics for those still without these basic seNces 

can reasonably decrease in the coming years. However it is gathered 'from this research that there are 

problems that need to be looked at specifically the implementation of water conservation and protection 

methods, which involve a g-eat deal of planning. Structures and procedures have been adopted mainly in 

order to deal with managernert issues of water resources as a whole. All agencies established in terms 

of the legislation are constitutionally obliged to protect human interests and natural resources. This is a 

systematic fasnon of management conservation and sustainable utilization of natural resources. Guicing 

frameworks have been adopted for the agencies in order to put legislation and policy objectives in reality. 

However, the exploitation of natural resources by human activities still continues. Lack of knowledge in 

the community is still the major problem. People are simply not aware of their negative actions towards 

natural resources. These resources are still subjected to serious stress because of human activities. 

GroundlNater per se is experiencing over-abstraction. The newsletter from DWAF 2004399 reported a 

case of over-abstraction of grolfldwater in Tosca and Verlegegen situated in Kalahari region of South 

Africa close to the Botswana border. The area has a very low and erratic rainfall, on average less than 

400 mm per annum, with years of dry cycles followed by wet cycles. There are no perennial streams. 

397 TP van Reenen (fn 392) p- 38 
398 Strategic Framework for Water Services (fn 145) at page 3 
399 DWAF News letter (fn 132) p-8 
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Education still lacks on the side of the authorities. The community should, wherever possible, be informed 

and educated about the impact of their actions upon their envi"onment and the ecology ct lcr-ge. 
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CHAPTER4 

Towards Effective Utilization of Groundwater 

4. Conclusion and Recommendations 

It has emerged from this resea-ch that it is not enough to set ~ standa-ds of protection and instib.tions and 

procedures to find possibilities whether groundwater is a possible option for the realization of rigits to basic 

water and sanitation. The basic issue is how to balance the demand put on groundwater by different users to 

brilg ~out sustainable utilization of groundwater as a natural resource. 

4.1. Conclusion 

This shJdy demonstrates that the utilization of groundwater as an option for the realization of the right of access 

to basic water and sanitation could be successfuHy established and enhanced through comprehensive and 

flexible strategies. This could be effected by puttilg together multidisciplinary skils, enslling that the rural 

communities have a voice, and by the Government opening a platform using policy and legal frameworks, by 

capacity bLilding and leadership, by educating water users ~out caring for the country's water resources, and 

by assessing the projected impact and addressing the matter accordingly, and by finding alternative ways to 

deal with the problem of over-utiization of the resource. 

It has also been shown that water and sanitation are socio-economic rights and are enforceable and promoted 

through legal and adninistrative actions. The different enforcement measl.l"es include engaging the people 

whose rights have to be realised, and exploring together possible options and alternatives aimed at protecting 

and sustaining the resource. 
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4.2. Recommendations 

The challenge in the protection of groundwater as a nattral resotrce remains its optimal utilization for the 

benefit of human and environmental needs, especially the utilization of grounct.vater for agricultural activities. It 

has transpired from ttls study that agriculture is the sector that uses rrounc:lwater the most. The study 

recommends a decrease in the utilization of groundwater for agricultural purposes so that the demand between 

the differert users can be balanced on an equal and fair footing. 

Charges in the process of water and sanitation delivery play a very important role in resotrce management. 

Simply providing lots of water without investing billions of rands will aggravate the problem. The right of people 

to a healthy environment will be made senseless by misuse of the resource. 

Though it has transpired that water chwges play a prominent role in proper management of water, there are 

challenges that need to be cleared by the legislature. 

Firstly, whether this mechanism can pass the constitutional muster, as some commentators view it as 

unconstitutional because it restricts access to a constitutionally protected right. The use of machines that 

automatically restrict the flow of water without any national legislative authority is also a challenge that needs to 

be addressed urgently because Parliament has not yet approved the unconditional shut-off of water. 

Secondly, it is questioned that the poor are chwged the same or higher rates than privileged consumers and 

that municipalities continue to spend relatively much more on serving rich suburbs as opposed to Apartheid 

neglected areas. This puts a chalenge to the Department to cleaiy outine the water charges provisions, 

especially in providing access to the previously disadvantaged communities while taking into account the 

protection of natural resources. In light of the above, the Department has to speedily resolve the contention 

that prepaid water meters might violate the constitutional right of those poor people who ca mot afford to pay for 

the use of water, especially against the argument that there are other means of cost recovery that are regarded 

as less invasive of the rights of the poor. 

It is recommended that the utilization of water by wealthy households that use water liberally for lawns and 

pools should decrease in order to effectively solve the water scarcity problems. Also that such wealthy 

households should pay more in order to contribute to the mairtenance of piping. In this way the natural 
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environment may benefit from the resource and struggling famiies not find themselves denied basic services. 

Thirdly, there is a need to clarify the powers of local governments, as it is possible for them to assume full 

responsibility for service delivery in their respective jurisdictions. The recent policy provides for the possibility 

thct local governments may 'Nith the comng nto being of this policy assume full responsibility in ensuring 

service delivery. The challenge in this regard is to whet extent local governments could exercise this power. 

Could it be justified that a local governmert cut its budget for water services where it has become unable to 

deliver essential water-related services to the people? Secondy, how could non-compliance be dealt with? For 

instance, who has to be held liable for non-compliance with the current effluent standards? The lack of progress 

wih necessary upgradng and extensions at wastewater treatmert is long overdue. How does the nctional 

department ensure that local governments spend funds committed effectively? 

The free basic water of 25 litres per person per day is far too low and needs urgent cttention. This basic service 

is regarded as not enough, especially to households of eight people. The 25 litres needs to be reviewed and 

increased because of social crcumstances caused by factors like HIV/Aids and disability. Infected persons, 

adults and the disabled often require more water per day. 

It must be noted however that this paper does not suggest that water must be provided free. It merely suggests 

th ct water charges are to be introduced so that we achieve sustainable Ltilization of the resource to the benefit 

not only of humans bLt the environment as well. To achieve equitable balance in the utilizction of natural 

resources, it is recommended that all relevant circumstances be taken into account, including the economic 

position of rural people. Implement the current policy (strategic Framework of 2003 discussed in 2.2.5 above) 

and give it reasonable time to test whether it does provide a solution. 

It is also recommended that driling boreholes be a priority. Furthermore local authorities should go old: to these 

rural communities to observe the existence of boreholes and private companies should be actively involved in 

the drilling of boreholes. 

The challenge remains wih the local authorities as sphere of governmert close to the people to conduct 

awareness campaigns through which they should encourage people to approach their respective municipalities 

and request boreholes. The national Government should fund these campaigns. These campaigns shoud 

include eciicating the community how to use water sustainably so thct it benefits the environment and that 

sanitation services should be maintained for th er o'tM'l benefit. Though it is the Govemmenf s primary 
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responsibility to ensure that water and sanitation services are delivered, it is also the people's responsibility to 

ensure that infrastructure is maintained and kept in good condition. 

In view of the aforesaid, monitoring should be designed to give a detailed overview of existing situations in 

which the principal value of the environment is retained. The elaboration of policies shoud be clearly targeted, 

including the establishment of priorities that reflect the present social, economic and environmental 

circumstances. It therefore requires thct policies should facilitcte public scrutiny in the governmce of natural 

resources and in the implemertation and review of the relevant policies. An evaluation has to be made of the 

process towards the realization of the obligations imposed by the Constitution. A better understanding shoud 

be estct>lished of the problems and shortcomings that are encountered in the process of realization of the right 

of access to basic water and smitction. The Government should facilitate the process and ensure fl.di 

participation in and appreciation of the measures to be taken to promote the realization of the rights entrenched 

in the Constitution. Identification of the most indigent md marginalized communities should be speeded up, so 

thct priority could be given to them. 

Technical assistance is also a challenge. The Government should furnish assistance in every aspect 

concerning the driling of boreholes. This means that efforts that promote one set of rights should take into 

account the existence of other rights. The promotion of social, cultural and environmental rights should ensure 

the activities are fully consistert with the enjoyment of the rights concerned. To put it differently, projects should 

avoid over-utiization of the resources that contravenes the national standards, or standards that promote and 

reinforce the protection of natural resources or discriminate against the previously disadvartaged communities. 
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Appendix 1 

List of questions posed for interviews 

1. In relation to other water resources (surface water), which is dominartly used for human needs? Do we 

need g-oundwater utilization for human needs and, if so, why would you recommend grounc:t.vater 

utiization especially for rural communities? 

2. With regard to other methods of collecting water such as rooftop water harvesting, field water 

harvesting and others, would the use of these methods obviate/prevent the need for groundwater 

utiization for human needs? 

3. How economically viable it is to extract g-oundwater? 

4. Do you have statistics of groundwater consumption for the various consumer sectors -- industry, 

ag-iculture, human consumption for domestic purposes and ecological needs? 

5. What is the percentage utilization of groundwater by ecological systems in relation to other water 

users? 

6. Could the use of groundwater have an impact on the natural process of the hydrological cycle and how 

big would that impact be? 

7. What are the parameters for sustainable utilization of groundwater? 
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